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EDMONI.AI. COMMEITT

lhe tgEB Presidential Elections
The outcome of the 1968 Presidental elections refected the deep

frustrations, anxieties and divisions that prevail among vast sections
of our people. The turbulent struggles of recent years point up the
depth of discontent that has been sweeping the counby. Millions were
looking for a change in Washington. They sough a government that
would heed the rising demand for peace in Vietnam; that would do
something to alleviate the poverty in the ghettos; halt the growing
decay of the cities; reduce the burdensome taxes and runaway prices;
and help to stem the racism that is threatening to polarize the nation.

But this was not to be. Once again the people were offered "poli-
tics-as-usual" candidates, handpicked by the political bosses, sub-
servient to the monopoly ruling class that controls the economic and
political life of ,the country. There lvas no real choice for the majority
of the people between the Republican Richard M. Nixon, the Demo-
crat Hubert H. Humphrey and the racist George C. Wallace of the
newly formed, neo-faicist American Independeni Party.

How tlrc Vote Went

The sharply divided vote for the Presidential candidates conffrmed
this dissatisfaction. Of the nearly 72,000,000 votes cast, Richard Nixon
received 31,1M,760 or 4S.5 percent, Hubert H. Humphrey 30,818,056
or 43 per cent and George Wallace 9,687,607 or 13.5 per cent. Nixon
squeezed through by the slim margin of 316,704 votes, to become
President-elect by slightly more than two-fffths of the popular vote.

As many analysts pointed out, Nixon emerged as the President of
the white, Protestant, middle-class voter. The very poor, the Negroes,
the majority of organized workers and the young intellectuals did
not vote for Nixon. The Negro, Puerto Rican, Mexican American and
Jewish voters went heavily Democratic, in comparable numbers to
the ]ohnson landslide of 1964. A study of selected precints in scattered
black communities, in both North and South, showed that 85 to gg

per cent of the vote went to Humphrey. This sweeping unity was by
no means a vote of conffdence in Humphrey; it was an expression of
the widespread apprehension that the Nixon-Agnew team would
inteasify racist oppression. Turning out in especially large numbers
in the South-with one million voting for the ffrst time in a Presidential
election-the Negro voters were determined to defeat the arch racist,
George Wallace.

While Nixon carried the small towns, rural and suburban com-
munities he failed to carry a single maior city. At a time when the
deterioration of the cities has reached crisis proportions, this opposi-
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tion to Nfio-n expressed the fear that his adminishation would sharp
ly reduce th-e existing limited federal funds for the cities and wipe
out the far from adequate anti-poverty and slum clearance projeots.
Humphrey also received the votes of the majority of low-income whites
(except in the South) and held the support of 5&60 per cent of
organized labor.

The predicted massive swing to Wallace did not materialize due
prim_arily to the vigorous campaign of organized labor which under-
cut his support among indusEial workeri. But Wallace carried the
Deep South-the states of Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Louisiana
and Arkansas-receiving half of his total vote in the eleven states of
the Old Confederacy. In the border states his vote averaged 15 per
cent, while in the North and West it varied from a low of-L per cent
in Hawaii and Pennsylvania to some 12 per cent in Indiana and Ohio.

By combining the votes of Nixon and Wallace, some commentators
concluded that the majority of the electorate expressed preference for
conservatism and had moved susbtantially to the Right. But this is
in complete contradiction to the present temper of the people dis-
played in the massive democratic upsurge tha[ has charac-terized the
American scene.

Peace-The Central Issue of the Campaign

No one will deny that the overriding issue, that largely shaped the
pattern of the electoral struggle, was that of ending the genocidal
war in Vietnam. ]ohnson's callous disregard of the- 1964 mandate,
when he won thb election ov_er Barry"Goldwater by the largest
plurality in,1listo-ry, enraged and embitted increasing numbers of-the
people in all walks of life. The depth of the opposition to the Vietnam
war was dramatized when the practically unknown Senator from
Minnesota, Eugene McCarthy, won in the New Hampshire primaries
early in March. His victory became the catalyst for a mimber of
developments that changed the whole spectrum of the election cam-
paigned. Only days thereafter Senator Robert F. Kennedy threw his
hat into the ring. A_nd on March 31, correctly interpreting the signals,
]ohnson_announced_that he had decided to restrict the bombing of
North Vietnam to the area below the 20th parallel and somberlf in-
formed the country that he was withdrawing from the race.

Even though McCarthy and Kennedy (until the latter's assassina-
ti-on on the night of his victory in the California primaries) polled
close to 80 per cent of the Democratic vote in the siate primari6s, the
l_ohnson Administration, in collusion with the political- bosses, were
determined to pick their own man. The choice was ]ohnson's Vice
President, Hubert FL Humphrey. His nomination by the Democratic
National Convention was a foregone conclusion.

_ While the_political bosses had it sewed up for Humphrey, tho
Democratic Convention was anything but smooth sailing. It w-as the
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most turbulent convention in history. The Kennedy and McCarthy
delegates elected in the primaries, ioined by most of the Negro
delegates, confronted the machine-picked delegates -on every issue

and liought a valiant battle. They forced the seating of the Mississip_Pi

Freedom Democratic Party delegation and won 50 per cent of the
Georgia vote for the delegation led by the young Negro legislator
from that state, Julian Bond. Although they lost in the end, they- rolled
up a substantiai vote for a peace plank calling for an unconditional
halt to the bombing of North Vietnam against the plank dictated by
Johnson. They refuJed to give a unanimous vote to Hubert Humphrey
when he won the nomination on the ffrst ballot.

The once united Democratic Party was in shambles. The utter
disregard of the primary results, the intimidation and tight security
within the convention hall, the indiscriminate, brutal violence of the
Chicago police against the peace demonstrators on the outside, the
manhandling of newspapermen and the arrest of several delegates,
angered scores of delegates and larqe sections of the people.

There appeared to be little chance that Humphrey could be elected.
For weeks, the polls showed Nixon leading by 10-15 per cent, and
Wallace getting at least 24 per cent of the vote-a good portion from
blue collar workers who normally voted Democratic.

A number of factors transformed this apparent runaway election
into a tight race. There was the well-organized campaign of the labor
movement against Wallace; the speech of Humphrey on September
80 promising a halt to the bombing if Hanoi would recognize the
Demilitarized Zone; the declaration of Nixon that he would propose
a multi-billion dollar arms program to assure clear-cut military
superiority; and, especially, the Johnson announcement on November
L, that all bombing over Vietnam was to be halted. At the last minute,
too, many McCarthy and Kennedy supporters reluctantly gave their
vote to Humphrey as against Nixon or Wallace.

It has been charged that the johnny-comeJately halt in the bombing
was an election maneuver. This is true, of course. But the very fact
that the ]ohnson Administration felt impelled to take this step is a
conffrmation that an openly hawkish candidate could not hope to
win the elections. This explains why every Presidential candidate, in-
cluding George Wallace, pledged peace in Vietnam. Nixon, who had
often criticized ]ohnson for his failure to utilize the massive military
powers of the country to achieve victory, had to placate the peace
aspirations of the people by supporting the peace talks. Under the
pretext that he did not want to jeopardize the peace talks, he would
not spell out his Vietnam stand. Even George Wallace promised
peace. But he was quick to add that should negotions fail he would
turn the war over to the generals to make short shrift of it. There
can be no question that Wallace support declined when he selected
General Curtis LeMay as his running mate. The general embarassed
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even Wallace when he criticized the "phobia" against the uso of
nuclfm weapons and bluntly told his ffrst audien& that he would
not hesitate to use them in Vietnam to win tle war.

That the election results do not signify a shift to the Right also ,

becomes evident in the votes for Confresimen and Senators. "perhaps

in no previous election have Americ"an citizens split their rzote on
such a broad scale. Generally, the voters displayed a high degree of
independence and selectivity, especially wfrere there -was i clear
choice between a reactionary and a pro-peace, pro.labor or pro-civil
rights candidate. Thus J. William tr'ulbright, chiirman of th6 Senate
Foreing__Relations Committee and an outstanding opponent of the
war in Vietnarn, was reelected while his state went to Wallace and
glj{"d the Re-publican _Winthrop Rockefeller as Governor. George
McGovern in South Dakota, Frank Chuch in Idaho and Gayloid
Nelson in Wisconsin-states won by Nixon-were reelected handilv
even tho-ugh it had been predicted they would go down to defeat
shou-ld^the states-go to Nixon. Harold] Hughes-in Iowa, nrnning
for the senate for theffrst time, was elected while his state went heavif
for Nixon. Of special signiffcance u,as the election of Alan Cranston
in California, who defeated the ultra-reactionary Max Rafierty. The
Iatter two balance offthe defeat of Wayre Morse in Oregon-perhaps
the most vocal 

-opponent of the war in Vietrnam-antt ttiat oi;otqit
Clark in Ppnlsylvlli_a. It is unfortunate that a man like Paul CIDwyer,
l"lg p defender of the:ights of labor and an ardent peace advocate,
failed to win his race foi the Senate in New York st-ate.

Reaction 'w,as considerably bolstered by the return to the Senate

,oj Barry Goldwater, who remains the darling of the ultra-Right.
However, despite the,fact that the Republicans-gained ffve seats,"the
general complexion of the Senate remiins the sime.

-The Republican Party scored a net gain of four seats in the House
oj Rgpresentatives, Jar-less than hadr been expected. All but one of
the- Coagressmen who had taken a peace stanld were reelected, sw-
eral of tlle new Congressmen ele6ted had been campaigners for
McCarthy or Kennedy, and three additional Negro eonlressmen
were elected, including Mrs. Shirley Chisholm from New y6rk, who
will be the ffrst_Negro woman to sit in Congress.

It must not be forgotten, however that-the Republieans scored a
net gain of 47 seat_s in the House in 1966 and that-the g0th Congress
had stymied much needed social legislation. It can be expeited,
therefore, that the coalition of reactioiary Republicans and S6uthern
Dixiecrats will be a formidable obstacle to the enactment of legisla-
tion sought by the people.

Despite.the fact.that Wallace carried the Deep South, there was
a notable increase in the electio:r of Negroes to stite le$slatures and
other elective offices in several of the southern states] Florida and
North Carolina rvill have their ffrst Negro legislators since the end of
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the l9th century; two legislators will sit in the Tennessee Senate
for the ffrst time; three new Negro legislators have been added in
Georgia. At least half of the local offices won were in \.{ississippi and
Alabama-where the most blatant violations of the right to vote have
taken place. These gains, however, fall far short of equality in repre-
sentation.

The Neo-Fascist Threat of the Wallace Moaement

- Although Wallace did not secure the large vote originally predicted
there is no ground for complacency in the fact that he secured close
to ten million votes. The Wallace strategv was geared to winning the
white supremacist strongholds in the South, with the promise of
maintaining inviolate these sanctuaries of black oppression, and to
extend his base in all states by assiduously exploiting-the racist preju-
dices in white communities nn.I d"-ugo$c"tly pla;r"ing upon thi real
discontent and anxieties that did exist. -

The Wallace campaign was an out-and-out racist campaign. Shrewd
politician that he is, he refrained from employing his Southern epi-
thets to e{press overtly his contempt for the Negro; he did not repeat
his rallying cry: "Segregation nowf segregation tomorrow, segregalion
forever." Nor did he want to be reminded that he once stood in the
doo-rway qf th" University,of Alabama to bar the admission of Negro
students. On the contrary, he constantly assured his audiences that"he
was "no racist."

But Wallace's incessant harnm_ering on "law and order," consciously
directed to inflame racist prejudices- and to identify the struggle for
equality with crime,and violence in the streets, was grrsped"by all
who heard him. In the name of "law and order" he soright to reverse
all civil righh legislation; to reestablish in law the "righi" to discrimi-
nate ag_ainst the black people; to restore school segregation; to rein-
state all discriminatory bars in restaurants, hotels, on buses and rail-
rgad-s; to wipe out e_ven the insigniffcant progress toward permitting
the Negro to live there he chooses. He exploited the exiiUng feari
by attributing the prevalent increase in cr-ime and the abseirce of
safety in the streets to the "violence and cr:imes "of black people. Here
is a sample to show how he manipulated this issue:

If we were President today, you wouldn't get stabbed or raped in
the shadow of the White House, even if we had to call out ii0,000
troops and equip them with 2-foot long bayonets and station them
every few feet 

-apart. _. 
. .That's right, we gonna have a police state

for folks who burn the cities down. They aren't gonna burn any
more cities. (Newsweek, September 16, 1968. )

And he aroused his audience to a lrenzy rvhen he declared: "Let the
poliee run this country for a year or tw6 and there wouldn't be any
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riots." The big stick and a police state is what Wallace o,fiered to
s-uppress the smoldering rage in the black ghettos in the drive to push
the Negro back into "his place."

Let there be no mistake about i! racism is a major problem in the
United States, poisoning the minds of millions upon millions of whites
who have swallo'r.ved hook, line and sinker all tEe vile myths of white
supremacy. Without a relentless struggle against racism, the weapon
of "divide and conquer" which worlied foi Hitler, can become ihe
lveapon of the ultra-Right to secure a social base for fascism in the
United States.

At the same tirne Wallace exploited real grievances. He pretended
to speak for the "little man' and promised to eliminate the burden-
some taxes, ease inflation, get rid of the bureaucrats and make the
ftnanciers foot the bill. Andmany "little people" believed him. They
were not aware that as Governor of Alabama, Wallace increased the
sales tax on food to six per cent, boosted the tax on beer and tobacco,
depriving the "little man" of even such minor pleasures; pushed
thro-ugh a law which declared that corporation income taxeJ could
not be raised rvithout a constitutional amendment; killed all proposals
for a minimum wage Iaw and employed every union-busting ilevice to
prevent organization of the unorganized.

The ramiffed web of ultra-Right organizations-from the White
Citizens Council to the Ku Klux Klan to the Tohn Birch Society and
the vigilante Minute Men-got a new lease on life with the Wallace
campaign. In a number of states they have gathered to outline how
the American Independent Party will participate in all coming elec-
tions. This party plins to hold o'"orru"oiio, iri Tulsa, Oklahoma] early
in February, to outline its future strategy. Thus, with a foothold in
all 50 states, the Wallace movernent beiomes a serious fascist threat
that cannot be ignored.

N o l$eaningful Alternatioe

Clearly, the main lesson of the Presidential elections is that the
people had no m-eaningful alternative around which to rally. Thwarted
!y Ul" ru]lng elite a[ the Democratic Convention, the 

'progressive

forces inside and outside the Democratic Party were b| t6en too
fragmented to come forward vvith an independent coalitio; ticket and
a positive platform that could provide such an alternative.

When the new Politics Convention was held in September, 1g67, it
was generally expected that it would take the initial steps to unfold
a broad movement around an independent Presidential ticket. The
several thousand delegates in attendance who came in the main as
individuals proved unable to yesolve the difierences that arose among
them on the course to be pursued in 1968, and the convention failed to
emerge with any nalional ticket.

Later, many delegates who had attended the convention helped to
establish Peate and Freedorn or Freedom and Peace parties in a

number of states, including california and New York, putting forward
state Presidential tickets headed either by the black militant Eldridge
cleaver or by the freedom ffghter Dick Gregory. The appearance of
these parties'on the Americari political sccns wa-s importan-t in_itself'
But th'e fact that they put forward Negro candidates to head their
tickets helped to drari,raiize the-urgenll of maximum.unity of black
and white^if any progress is to be made in resolving the grave crisis

problems within the countrY.

However, these parties never spread into all of the 50 states and

fell short of becoriing a nation-ivide rnovement. They appealed in
the main to a more ilrilitant, radical audience and conducted only
limited aetivity among the general m_ass of the -Negro P9gple and of

organized lab6r. It is 
"not sriprising, therefore, that the tickets headed

bv"Grego.y or Cleaver received only minimal support in the ghettos

aira *o"rti"g class areas, although they received-a better response

among the iadicalized youth a.,d lo*er-*iddle-class elements who
had b"een active in peac6 and freedom movements.

The Communist Ticket

The Communist Party, for the ffrst time in 28 years, put forward
its own Presidential ticket, headed by the outstanding Negro woman

leader charlene Mitchell and its National Youth Director Michael
Zagar:ell. The onerous requirements to place a 

-minority 
party on the

bailot in most states, made it a foregone conclusion that, except for
isolated instances, the candidates would call for a write-in vote,
necessarily reducing direct expressions_ of support. The Party gained
ballot staius only in the states of Washington and N4innesota.

The Communist candidates toured the country and spoke to large
audiences. The warm response they received at various mass gather-
ings, campus meetings, in appearances on TV and radio clearly
showed tliat in the country today there was an increased interest in
what the Communists have to say. The extensive distribution of the
election platform and leaflets on diverse issues, helped- to iniect
a voice oI clarity and direction in many places where confusion and
frustration reigned.

Most of all, the mnning of Communist candidates was an important
step in the ffght for the Party's legality, helping to reestablish the
principle thai the Communist Party is a legitimate working class

organization and that everything possible must be done to remove
anti-Cornmunist laws from the statute books. As a result of this activ-
ity, new opportunities have opened up for rebuilding _the Party in
cities and towns where it has not existed for some time and to strenthen
it wherever it now operates.

PBESIDEITTI.AI EI.ECTIONS
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Woilcing Taward, a True People's pa,rty

The central task facing all democratic and radical forces in ours-*t y is to ffnd the path toward coalescing the many independent
political groupings ttiat now exist-both i,itt i, and outside the
Democratic Party'-with- the objective of speeding up the process for
the emergence of a huly mass, independelnt pofticil part^v that will
repre.sent the broad, democratic stiivinqs of millions^ of' American
p*pl9: The mass disafiection with the tw"o major parties of monopoly
capitalisrn indicates that the basis for such a pariy exists.

'- 
Many of the _McCarthy and Kennedy protagonists are not i<lle.

Democratic coalitions_ar6 arising in many stafes with the aim of
putting forward candidate,s in mulnicipal, sfate and national elections,
organizin-g_actions around key issuei, and combattinq the machine
control of the Democratic Party. The formation of the NEw Democratic
coalition, as a national insurgent body, headed by paul schrade,
west coast leader of the unitel Auto Workers, and bonald peterson,
a,prominent-leade_r of the trIccarthy movement in wisconsin, can
play a much-needed role- in unting similar groupings that have
arisen in maqy state_s. At the recent meeting of its Natilonal steering
Committee, it decided' to concentrate on "irsrres, to rvork for thJ
democraization of the Democratic Party, to set up state bodies of the
coalition where none exist, and to estabiish relafiolns with independent
formations outside the Democratic Party.

. M"ny in this movement still have illusions that they can transform
the Democratic Party into a viable instrument of the people and rid
it of machine dornination. But life is bound to convinc^e a^good num-
ber of them that this is an impossihle. task and that they ihoutd join
with others to form a true 

-people's 
party represent'ative of 'the

people's needs.

Needless to say, no independent people's p_a+y can have viability
unless it is based upon tfie workiirg ^clarr]bl*k 

and w]rite. It is
vitally 

-urgent that rrlw independent formations for labor political
action he developed, advancing a program of labor's demaids and
putting fonvard-labor candidates. It is to be hoped that the negative
experiences of this election campaign will convlnce the Allianie for
Labor Action-the new associatibn -between the united Automobile
\vorkers and the Teamsters-to embark on &e path of independent
politic-al action, buildin-g trade union committees in the neighbbrhoods
to collaborate with other^indep-endent groupings around"* corn-o,
program and in support of people's reprdsenfatiies. Above all, it is to
be hoped that this Alliance will eventually step forward as one of
the initiators in founding an independent p'oliucil party of the work-
ing people.

o.f. equal importance is the need to expand existing independent
political groufrngs within the Negro c^ommunities,"such'as the
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National Committee of Inquiry led by Congressman lohn Conyers of
Michigan, the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party, the formation
around ]ulian Bond and other Negro ofice holders in Georgia, the
Black Panther Party and numerous others. The fight to extend
Negro representation on all levels of government can be considerably
enhanced by such independent organizations. Similarly, it is essential
that everything possible be done to strengthen existing independent
coalitions among lvlexican Americans and Puerto Ricans and helping
to build them where they do not exist.

The various state Peace and Freedom or Freedom and Peace parties
can pla,y a meaningful role in helping to lay the foundationi fo, a
bro_ad people's party. By adopting a coalition policy and working
with other independent formations, by supporting candidates that
have the endorsement of such movements. and bv putting forward
their own candidates against reactionary, anti-laboi aird raC"ist candi-
dates, they can influence deveiopments-and help to contribute to the
building of such a party.

Buil.d Political lndependence in Day-to-Day Struggles

The most effective way to convince broader strata of rvorking people
that such 

-a 
party is needeC is the active engagement in the drly-io-,i"y

struggle for needed social legislation. Tfirdugh such activiiy- it is
possible to expose the empty piomises of electe-d officials and tb show
ihat there cari be no relia'nce'on Democrats or Republicans to bring
about important internal reforms.

- 
Throughout the carnpaign Richard Nixon spoke only in generalities

about rvhat he will do on the issues, of most concern to the people.
But there is sufficient evidence that he will not place at the-top of
his list those that have given Iise to the turbulence of recent years.
It is essential, therefore, that all people's organizations get into action
at once,^pressuring Congress, and the White House, for a program
of speciffc demands that-spells out the kind of Iegislation n6edii to
to serve the people's interests.

The President-elect has made it known that he is opposed to any
"massive transfusion" of federal funds into the cities or^fbr aid to the
poo:. Through_out his- campaign he virtually ignored the real problems
in the ghetto. Instead, h_e has proposed tar in6entives to priva^te enter-
prise to Iocate in the-ghettos, 

-to 
undertake iob-training and housing

construction. As an advocate o!'llagk capitalism" he has also agreeJ
io provide assistance to a handful of Negroes to become olrrners and
managers in the- "free enterprise system." This can only mean the
callous disregard of the explosive issues in the ghettos ancl of the
disastrous decay of the cities. The ftght, therefore, must be one not
only to maintain existing programs but to expand them. Not funds for
the corp_oration-s but funds to meet the people's needs.

The National Assoeiation of Manufactur6rs, the Chrmber of Com-
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merce and some of the big corporations, with huge funds at their dis-
posal, are geared to open an all-out ofiensive against the labor move-
ment by pressing for a whole gamut of anti-labor legislation to restrict
the right to organize and the right to strike, to ban industry-wide
and multi-union collective bargaining, to abolish the National Labor
Relations Board and to institute ffrmer government control over the
unions. With a Nixon in the White House, the man who co-fathered
the infamous Mundt-Nixon Bill that led to the enactment of the Taft-
Hartley Act in L947, the organized labor movement faces a critical
situation. Labor will have to muster its full strength, and enlist the
active support of the broad democratic movement, to mount a counter-
offensive against this new anti-labor drive.

Official statistics shows that it is the families with the lowest incomes
that bear the heaviest tax burden. A revision of the tax strucfure with
the aim of lifting this burden is indispensable. In this connection, the
ffght to eliminate the numerous tax loopholes, which now enable men
of great wealth and the huge corporations to evade paying their full
share of taxes, would more than compensate for easing the weight
of present taxation on the working people.

Of equal importance is the need to curb the skyrocketing prices
which have sharply reduced the buying power of the dollar. In some
of his speeches Nixon recommended curtailing federal expenditures
for social needs together rvith a controlled increase in unemployment
as a way to combat inflation. Once again the corporations, which have
hiked prices to boost their fabulous proffts, are to get off without any
penalties, while the burden is to be placed on the shoulders of the
working people.

While in his acceptance speech Nixon spoke of an end to the'era
of confrontation" and the start of an "era of negotiations" with the
Soviet Union, he has often reverted to much of the cold-war rhetoric.
He has warned the country of a dangerous "security gap" requiring
expenditures of ner,v billions to achieve "military superiority" as the
only way to negotiate with a "basically expansionist nation" which
"threatens world peace." In keeping with this, the Pentagon recently
proposed an increase of $20-30 billion in military spending. A massive
movement to defeat this proposed a_cceleration of nuclear stock-piling
and the revival of the demand for disarmament is of key importance.

The focal point of all activities must be, of course, the uniemitting
struggle to bring the war in Vietnam to an end. If Nixon was com-
pelled to pledge peace in Vietnam, this does not mean that peaco
will come without a persistent struggle on the part of the Lroad
forces in the country. An "honorable peace" for Nixon means to safe-
guard the position of the puppet Saigon regime. He has made clear
that he will not irnpose a coalition government on Saigon for that is
only a "thinly-disguised surrender," since "for the Communists" it
becomes "a sanctuary for subversion." Therefore, eontinued pressure
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for meaningful negotiatlons, for the immediate withdrawal of Ameri-
can troops, for the right of the Vietnamese to determine their own
future must be given top priority at this moment.

The municipal elections are rapidly approaching. In addition to
determining how the progressive forces will intervene in these elec-
tions, it is not too early to launch a campaign to democratize the
electoral process. It is of primary importance to initiate now a
campaign for proportional representation, for the elimination of all
bars to placing minority parties on the ballot, and for the direct elec-
tion of the President in 1972.

These are but a few of *" O*,*O"rl, ,O* lie aheacl. The outlook
is for a further sharpening of all conflicts. But struggle is the only
path that can force peace in Vietnam and win the necessary internal
democratic reforms. And struggle will speed the understanding of the
need of a people's party to advance the cause of peace, economic
security and eguality.

, In the total scene, wlr.ai is coming into ever sharper focus is
that the catalyst that sparks all phenomena in the United States

-political, economi,c, cultural, social, ffnancial, or ideological-
is the persistent policy of imperialist aggression and uar.-

More than any other factor it now molds and shapes all ex-
ternal as wel aJ internal policies. The policy of war'now takes
top priority. War measures are now the main factors molding
our economy. We are in the midst of a war-induced inflation, of
runaway prices and rents. We have wartime taxes, war-disguised
attacks bli standards of social security, war-camouflaged aitacks
on civil rights and civil liberties, war-hysteria attacks on labor-
on the right to strike.

Because a policy of war has become the main factor determin-
ing the course that our nation is traveling, it rnust be the starting
point of our examinatiou of the elections and run like a thread
through all of our analyses. To do otherwise would be to try to
avoid reality. It is this focal point of our reality that gives rise
to political trends and moods.

That U.S. capitalism follows a policy of imperialist aggression
is not unique or new, however. What is new is that it has so
quickly become the dominant factor infuencing all other mat-
ters. . . .

Cus Her,r., Touard a Peace Ticket in 7968, page 6
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The [ivil War and

Black Liheratinn Today.
Mr. Chairman, Brothers and Sisters:

I come today to discuss with you some lessons from the history of
our country and our people. I am going back into the past, which
some may consider irrelevant. I do so, however, to help provide some
guidelines for these turbulent and often confusing times. I know that
lessons from past history cannot be translated meehanically, but much
of it is usable.

We are confronting today, in an unprecedented way, tire deadly
poison of racism. We witness the emergence of George Wallace of
Alabama as a serious political factor. The ten million votes he received
pinpoint for us the time of day. Here is a massive pro-fascist force
whose main, not-so-secret weapon is racism. Its triumph could result
for millions of black people the equivalent of Hitler's concentration
camps and gas chambers. Hitler destroyed six million Jews. An
American Hitler would seek the destruction of black people as his
main target. But make no mistake about it: if the bells toll for black
Americans, they also toll for other Americans. The police brutality
at the Dernocratic Party Convention, aimed both at demonstrators,
delegates and even bystanders-most of them white-is an omen of
what a fascist state will mean also to r,vhite America.

The vigor wth which racist elements pursue their aims and the
inadeguate response from most white Americans evoke from some
freedom ffghters moods of despair and a tendency to write ofi the
possibility of making coalitions with white forces. Stokely carmichael
and Charles Hamilton expressed this view in the boak Btack pouer:
The Politi.cs of Uberation in America, when they wrote:

American pluralism quickly becomes a monolithic structure on
race issues when faced with the demands of black people, the multi-
faction white unite and present a cornmon front.^
One could quarrel with the accuracy of this statement. But for our

purposes we can take it that white Americans generally are not yet
prepared to make substanUal changes in the status of black people.

* Lecture delivered to a class of blach post-graduate students at Harvard
University, December 3, 1968. This is presented as a contribution to Negro
History Weelc
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Many are prepared to make some changes, but not fundamental ones.

And now many black people question whether white Americans will
ever be prepared to make fundamental changes.

There was another period in our history when a similar situation
existed, the period preceding the Civil War. Profound lessons can

be learned from it by both blacks and whites. It shows things do not
remain static, that what was not possible yesterday and today can

become reality tomorrow. And so, to seek inspiration to meet our
present tasks, let us turn back the pages of American history.

The Anwrican Reoolution and Slarsrg

The American Revolution of 1776-1788 was one of those great social
upheavals which profoundly afiected the affairs of mankind for cen-

turies to follow. It brought to power a new class, the bourgeoisie, and
established the world's ffrst bourgeois democracy. The American
Revolution was also the ffrst anti-colonial revolution. It inspired the
people of Latin America to go and do likewise.

On this foundation, we have erected one of the most powerful
nations in the world. Its growth and development transcended, both
in scope and in time, the nations that comprised the old Europe. Long
after the American Revolution, the European revolutionaries had to
cope with the lingering influences of the old feudal order which
our country escaped. As a consequence of our country's freedom from
such hangovers, and thanks to both our tremendous national resources
and the varied talents brought from other countries, our advances in
technology and science have no peer in t}le history of capitalism.

Notwithstanding its generally progressive character, however, the
American Revolution from its very inception embodied the seeds of
deep-going oontradiction. While it propagated progressive ideas,
which were emulated in other parts of the world, it also wrote some
of the worst pages of human barbarlty that the world has ever known.
The genocidal treatment of the American Indian was an important
instance. But no less barbaric was the slavery of the Negro.

The introduction of slavery in the United States was a throwback
of many centuries. The new society established by the Revolution had
many class contradictions in it, but none as pressing and decisive as

the existence of slavery. The major conficts on the American scene

raged around the issue of slavery, for it soon became apparent that
the rising capitalist system could not thrive side by side with a slave
society. The way in which this issue was resolved contains many
lessons for the struggles of today.

Of this conflict, Anthony Bimba wrote in his book The History of tke
Amprican W orking C lass :
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. . . with the nineteenth century the age of rnachinery and iuven-

tion advanced. In the northern states industry developed, capital-
ism spread its wings ever wider and wider, 

"ooq,l"ririg 
new lerri-

tories. About the middle of the nineteenth cen[ury the northern
and middle states were one powerful social unit, having fully de-
veloped organs of bourgeois rule.

On the other hand, the invention of the cotton gin had made
cotton growing a very profftable occupation. The southern plant-
ers therefore industriously increased iheir land, pushing firther
and farther north, seizing new territories, extendinfthe pioduction
of cotton, and also slaveiy.

Sooner or later these two economic systems had to clash, regard-
less of the warfare of the_Negro slavei of the South or tir" *rg"
slaves of the North. . . . (Inteinational Publishers, New york 19f7,
pp.115-116.)

Clnsses With a Stake in Abo!.ition of Slaoery

The conflicts between the rising industrialists and the slave-owning
class were not the only ones that came to the forefront. The interests
of the slaveholders were in contradiction to the vital interests of the
overwhelming majority of the American people, in the South as well
as in the North. The small farmers in the south found it most difficult
to eke out a livelihood in competition with the large plantation own-
ers. Consequently, they were driven from the most fertile lands and
forced to settle in the rnountainous regions where slavery was not
profitable.

The slave-owners trained slaves to be mechanics, and these Zonsti-
tuted a depressant on the wage levels of the south. Thus, the North-
south wage differential was well established before the civil war.

One of the demands of the American workers was for free land in
the West. True, for the great rnajority, the ownership of a farm in the
west was an unrealizable dream. Yet the availability of such land
was an-important outlet. A free West could be developed into a re-
gion of relatively high living standards and a market for Eastern
rnanufactured goods. However, the pressure of the slave-owners for
the extension of slavery to all nerv territories was a direct obstacle
to these hopes.

The independent farmers of the North and. the west were armost
unanimously opposed to the slavocracy. They needed a free West.
They- linew that the spread to the west of the plantation system
based on slavery would result in the sarne situation that prevailed
in the south where the poor whites had been driven into tfre moun-
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tains. They also needed the federal assistance that would build rail-

roads, 
"*rr"l, 

and turnpikes, bringing them easy access to the markets

of the East.
In summary, almost all classes had a stake in the abolition of slav-

ery. Yet it took them over forty years to accomplish what their inter-

esis &ctated and what history required.

The Years of Compromise With Sl,a.oery

From 1820 to 1868, with the sole exception of the abolitionists,

northern forces engaged in a policy of appeasement, of compromise

with the south. nurlng this period, the slaveholders were on the

ofiensive and northern iot""t ot the defensive. In an effort to placate

the south, the following compromises and retreats were made: the

Missouri compromise or rgzo, the compromise of 1850, retreats be-

fore the southirn ofiensive on the tariff issue, the Dred Scott decision,

the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 and the Fugitive slave Law. These

actions taken in their totality characterize this as the period of the

great xe[eat." Er"r, though this period was marked by those-compromises and

reheats, the struggl6 but*u"n the North and the South became

sharper and sharpei. Initially, the most acute form of this antagonism

**, ih" struggle io control politically the many new states which were

coming into"iile Union. This was part of a broader contest for the

control of both houses of Congress, the Presidency, the Supreme

Court and the nation as a whole. It was a life-anil-death struggle for

power. But in this struggle the North was constantly making com-

promises.
An early showdown took place over the admission of lr'{issouri as a

state. The key elements which emerged in this debate were to plague

the nation foi the next forty yeurs. In particular, the debate centered

on the issue of states'rights and the role of slavery itself. The slave-

holders'position on statds' rights was direct and simple, namely, that

slavery ir, " state matter and Cong;ess had no right to interfere.

The anti-slavery forces challenged the whole states' rights conception.

They opposed the southern contention that the union was merely a

toorl ail;n"e of fully sovereign states, each of which could do as it
pleased. Behind this northern argument was a sound realization that

iapitalism, in order to develop, required a relatively centralized state'

Out of this struggle the Missouri Comprornise rvas born'

This Comproirit" *at based on three malor proposals: the admis'

sion of Missouri as a slave state and Maine as a free state, and the

drawing the demarcation line for slavery at 860 80" North latitude.
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That is, while the state of Missouri was to be slave, all the rest of
the Territory of Louisiana above 96' gry (the southern border of
Missouri) should be free. The Missouri Enabling Act of March 6, 1g20,
stated that in this area 'slavery and involuntary servitude otrerwise
than in the punishment of crimes, whereof the parties shal have been
duly convicted, shall be and is hereby foreverl prohibited.,, One ex-
ception was that fu$tive slaves had to be returned to their owners in
the slave states. The entire southern delegation in both houses of
Congress voted for the 360 80, limit to slairery.

The Missouri compromise was like taking patent medicine when
an operation is required. The immediate effect was soothing, but the
groundrvork was laid for even greater explosions later on.

The next great compromise was efiected in 1880. Between these
two compromises there \4,as a series of minor but important battres,
whose-backgroryd was the continued expansion of northern industry,
as well as southern economy. During this period, conditions were
being created for a vast expansion into the 

^West.

- 
In particular, the united states senate became the scene of a sharp

clash between the North and the south over the tarifi question. It
was in the interests of the northern industrial class to 

-freeze 
out

manufactured goods of foreign competitors. Hence, the North was
in favor of a high tarifi on sueh goods. The south, which exported
cotton and tobacco and sought cheap manutactured goocls, was in
favor of a low tarifi. In 1828, when pioposals rvere male for a boost
in the tariff, the cotton planters *eni into battle against it. The
southern states denounced it as "the taris of abominattns." For the
first time, the south began to talk in terms of secession. At one of its
conventions, the state of south carolina called for action to 'hullity
certain acts of the congress of the united states, purporting to be
Iaws, Iaying duties and imposts on the importation-of-forei{n com-
modities." under the impact of this prursiru, northem foris once
again retreated before the southern ofiensive and modifted the tariff
Iaw of 1882.

Drioe of Slaoeholdars to Annex Neu Territories

- 
The period between 1820 and rB50 also witnessed a drive by the

slaveholders to annex territories of other countries. These expansionist
ambitions of slavocracy evoked controversies arl over thJ counuy.
Notwithstanding the opposition to these desires for conquest, the plan
to seize Texas from Mexico was consummated.

In addition, the united states declared lvar on Mexico in 1846.
This war, too, was an outgrorvth of the imperiarist schemes of the
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Southern slaveholders, but it was only a part of a broader plan to
seize the West Indies and tenitory as far sout-h as Brazil. These

people conceived of building a slave empire ,as the Romans and

Geeks had done thousands of years before. TLe war with Mexico

was one of the most unjust wars in the history of the United States.

Abraham Lincoln characterized it as sue.h, and led a vigorous opposi-

tion to it.
Opposition notwithstanding, once again the North bowed: to the

Boui6on South. Nonetheless, the Mexican War produced one of the
big debates in American history. Now the issue of slavery was placed

squarely before Congress, beginning in December, 1849. When the

war with Mexico ended, the United States took away over half of the

territory of that country; the struggle, therefore, began over the nature

of the new states to be carved out of it.
Senator Henry Clay of Kentucky, author of the famous compromises

of 1820 and 1888, came forward with a new set of compromise pro-
posals. These were adopted in a series of separate laws, which collec-

tively became known as the Compromise of 1850. The ffrst law, the
Texas and New Mexico Ac! established more deffnitely the borders
of Texas; as for New Mexico, it provided that when this territory came

into the Union, the state itself would decide whether it would be
free or slave. Another law, the Utah Act, provided for the right of
that state to decide whether or not slavery would be legal within its
borders. Another important section, the District of Columbia Act,
prohibited slave trade in that area.

The slaveholders won their most cherished victory with the passage

of the Fugitive Slave Act. This act, which was far more stringent than
the earlier law of 1793, sought to stop the big drain upon the planta-
tion system caused by the wholesale flight of slaves to the North via the
underground railroad system.

In order to enforce this Act, the government sought to transform
the people and the legal authorities of the North into a vast police
network, placing responsibility upon the people to apprehend slaves

and refurn them to their masters. Heavy ffnes and iail sentences were
provided for all who in any v/ay opposed or hindersd application of
this slave-hunting legislation.

The Compromise of 1850 provided even less respite than those
which preceded it. In 1854 the whole struggle again broke out and
took on new dimensions. It was the prelude to the outbreak of the
Civil War itself.

The struggle began in 1858 with the introduction into Congress of
the Kansas-Nobraska Bill, whoso puryoso was to organize into deffnite
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territories the vast stretch of country lying between Missouri and
Utah, and extending north to Minnesota. Chiefly the work of Senator
S-tephen A. Douglas of lllinois, it provided that the question of
slavery be left to the people of the territory to decide. this led to
making these areas the scene of a blood bath between slaveholders,
who rushed in to gain control of the territory, and those who wanted
to maintain them as free states.

_ 
These developments brought to a head the whole question of

slavery and faced, the nation with a choice of ending the long retreat
and confronting the slave power with people's power. At longlast, the
era of compromises was coming to an end.

The Struggle to Halt the Extension of Slooery

_ 
During this whole period of constant retreats and compromises,

there was a force that clearly understood what history demanded of
the American people. This was the group lcnown as the Abolitionists.
It was composed of white and black men and women who were
dedicated to the ending of slavery in the United States.

. _L9"9 before the formation of the Republican Party, many of the
Abolitionists understood the necessity for forming a party based on a
program of ending slavery. As early as 1840, the Abolitionists formed
the Liberty Party. This was the ffrst among all the political parties in
the united states which speciftcally invited the participation of the
Negro people and brought them into its leadership. John W. Langs-
ton was the first Negro nominated by any political party and erectid
into office !y poputar vote. He ran for the clerk township and was
elected, although he was the only Negro resident in the area.

_ 
The Liberll Party was followed by the Free soil Party. concerning

the reasons for the change, Howard R. Bruce wrote: "The [LibertyJ
Party with its concentration upon an abolition program had too
narow and radical a base for wider popular appeal, however, and
so was easily superseded by the more liberal Free Soil party in 1848."
The combination of the Liberty Party and the Free soilers began the
process of bringing about a political realignment within the country.
However, this was several years in the making. The passage of the
Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1853, coupled with the bloody battles fought
out in the state of Kansas, were the sparks which ignited the drive
for a new political alignment. Thus, in the period be-tween 1884 and
1860, northern forces found the resolve to halt slavery's advance
within the United States.

The northern consensus was formed on the non-extension of slavery,
not on its abolition. while it would still require some years of civil
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war to do what was dictated as early as 1820, the new consensus was

fie broad plateau on which the struggle coud be waged free of
compromises,

Out of the great national debate which emerged over the issue of
bringing a halt to the expansion of slavery, a new political party was
formed-the Republican Party. It was composed of large segments of
the old Whig Party which, together with the northern Democrats, had
been Iargely responsible for the era of compromises. It brought to-
gether all segments of the North-all classes (of the North) which
had a stake in ending the system of slavery. The temper and the mood
of the new party was express"dt by Abraham Lincoln who, in the
famous Lincoln-Douglas debates, repeatedly declared his opposition
to the extension of slavery and urged no further compromises on this
matter. At the convention which nominated him for the Presidency,
he wrote a letter to his managers in which he said: "Entertain no
proposition for a compromise in regard to the extension of slavery.
The instant you do, they have us under again; all our labor is lost."

The election of Lincoln on this ffrm platform convinced the slave-
holders of the South that the game was up and that they would have
to take other steps to maintain their oppressive system. The produc-
tion of cotton, by the means used with the institution of slavery,
exhausted the soil very rapidly and therefore required constant
expansion into new territories, without which the system would
wither and die. Perhaps in this regard the slaveholders understood
the issues far better than did their northern opponents. So the nation
was preeipitated into the bloody Civil War.

From aWar to "Saoe the Unionl' to aWar to Abolish Slaoerg

Nonetheless, the forces which led an uncompromising struggle
against the extension of slavery still did not understand what history
demanded of them. The war was conducted under the slogans of
"Save the lUnion" and for the 'hon-extension of slavery." The war was
fought for two years before Lincoln recognized that it was impossible,
not only to advance the nation but even to save the nation, without
freeing the slaves.

The evolution of Lincoln's position on this issue has deep meaning
for the freedom struggle of today. Those who say that racism is so
deeply ingained in whites that they will never support the ffght for
civil rights should give heed to it. Listen to these words from the lips
of one who was later to become the "Great Emancipator." On August
?1, !855, he said:

I will say here . . . that I have no purpose directly or indirectly
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the colored element. I chose the latter . . . (Ibid', Vol. 10, P. 67.)

He wrote further: "l claim not to haoe controlled eoents, but cow

fess plainlg that ersents hnoe controlled. me."
These quotations show, above all, that the decisive factor in histori-

cal and social change is the role of social forces. Individuals play a

role, but in the circumstances of the times. Lincoln achieved im-
mortality because he eventually was able to muster the courage to
do what history required him to do.

White Americans must draw the inescapable conclusion t"hat two
years of unnecessary bloodshed were caused by the failure to under-
stand the interrelationship of the issue of slavery to the progress of
the nation.

Black Americans must learn that powerful historical forces are on
our side and that there is no need for frustration or despair, for such
social forces are so powerful that they are capable, sometimes over-
night, of changing attitudes and positions which have existed for
centuries. And a case in point is the evolution of a Lincoln and the
forces he led.

In this respect, let us gain inspiration from the words of Stephen
Vincent Benet in his poetic work lohn Brcwis Bodg (Rhnehart and
Co., 1957). He wrote:

Sometimes there comes a crack in Time itself.
Sometimes the earth is torn by something blind.
Sometimes an image that has stood so long
It seems implanted as the polar star
Is moved against by an unfathorned force
That suddenly will not have it any more.
Call it the mores, call it God or Fate,
Call it Mansoul or economic law
That force exists and moves.
And when it moves
It will employ a hard and actual stone
To batter into bits an actual wall
And change the actual scheme of things.

Lessons for Today

The lessons of the Civil War graphically point up the common
destiny of black and white Americans. The American Negro's develop-
ment is intertwined in many ways with that of all white Americans
who have cause to be dissatisffed. with the status quo.

There were many slave revolts before the Civil War. But they
did not succeed. There can be no doubt that these rebellions helped

to interfere wi,th the institution'of slavery in the states where it
exists. I believe I have no lawful right to do so and I have no
inclination to do so. I have no purpoie to introduce political and
social equality between the whitq and black races. There is a
physiga] difference between the two which in my judgment will
probably forever forbid their living together on the footing of
perfecl equality. And inasmuch as it trecomes a necessity that there
must be a difference, I as well as ]udge Douglas, am in favor of
the race to which I belong having the superior-position. (Complete
Works of Abraham Lincoln, publisheii by I-incoln Memorial
Universilr, 1894. )

Taken out of context, these could very well be the words of a
Wallace or Strom Thurmond. However, let no one get the impression
that I believe anything would ever change these racist pigs today.
But let us listen to Lincoln again. In his letter of August 22, L862 to
Horace Greeley, who criticized him for catering to the slaveholders,
he said:

. . ._ My paramount object in this struggle is to save the Union
. . . If I could save the Union without fieeinE the slaves I would
do it; and if I could save it by freeing all thE slaves, I would do
it, and if I could do it by freeing some and leaving others along
I would also do that. (Ibid., VoL-8, p. 16.)

Eventually there came a moment when it was impossible to evade
the issue any longer. The issue of death 'to slavery ffnally assumed its
proper place alongside that of preserving the Union, and Lincoln, to
explain his change in attitude, wrote to F. B. Carpenter on February
6, 1B&, as follows:

It had got to be . . . things had gone on from bad to worsg until
I felt that we had reached the end of the rope on the pian of
,operations we had been pursuing; that we had about plafed our
last card, and must chanle ourlactcs, or lose the gaire. (Ibid.,
Vol. L0, p. 1.)

Finally, in summing up what had been done after issuing the
Emancipation Proclamation, in a letter to A. G. Hodges, dated-April
4, 186/, Lincoln saidt:

. . . When in March and May and July, IBG2, I made earnest
and successive appeals to the border slates to favor compensated
emancipation. I -believe the indispensable necessilr for-military
emancipatio" al+ arming the blacli would come unlLss averted by
that measure. They decilined the proposition, and I was, in mv
best judgment, 

-driven to the alternitirie of eitiier surrendering th'e
Union, and with it the Constitution, or of laying strong hand upon
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crystallize conditions which eventually led to the emaneipation of the
slaves. But by themselves they could not abolish the system of slavery.
The facts show that the ending of slavery required social upheavals in
the country as a whole. This lesson has meaning for those of us who
would help plan strategy and tactics for today's struggle. These
lessons from history as well as our experiences within the last ten
years, dictate that the Negro cannot fundamentally solve the problem
of Nego inequality by going it alone.

Another lesson, for both black and white Americans, is the necessity
to give serious attention to minolity groups who preach against social
injustice. The Civil War also has meaning for the Left-wing forces of
today, who must realize that they must work in line with the
social processes, if they are to succeed in their endeavors.

In 1840, the Abolitionists formed the Liberty Party, based on a
program of ending slavery. But this was not enough. Subsequently,
they found that they also had to find common cause with forces who
were not yet ready to abolish slavery, and so they went from the
Liberty Party to the Free Soil Party, and eventually to the Republican
Party, before they could ffnd the consensus required to put an end to
the institution of slavery. These are important lessons for the young
freedom ffghters of our times who for one or another reason become
impatient with the social processes. However, these observations
should not be construed to mean that progressive forces be patient
with-things as they are; for social processes can be speeded up, pro-
vided there are spark plugs in the engine which function properly.
What is implied, therefore, is that struggles to hasten change must
be accompanied with a clear understanding of what has to be done.

The overall lesson is the necessity for recognition of the need for a
coalition policy by all classes oppressed in common today by mono-
poly capitalism. For white workers, it is written today ai it was
written yesterday by Karl Marx: "Labor cannot emancipate itself
in the white skin where in the black it is branded." The overall
lesson to be Iearned by Negro freedom fighters is that real and
meaningful *black power" is possible only in the context of forming
alliances with other white forces rvho, because of contradictions suc[
as existed in the Civil War period, can be won for the ffght. The
ffght for black power is thus a ffght for people's power.

However, the buil&ng of a coalition of black and white today
requires an entirely difrerent format than yesterday. In this respect
Carmichael and Hamilton are correct,

Those white forces who should, out of necessity, unite with blacks
must eome to uncterstand that such unity must be betr.veen equal
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partners. Where inter-racial contact exists it will not be meaningful_if
black minorities continue to have an unequal status. Thus, the prob'
lem is posed of ffnding forms and organizational arrangements to
promote such equality. The slowness with which whites are grasping
these fundamentals is contributing to separatist moods of black
nationalism.

Finally, there is much hard feeling among some civil rights forces

who have watched the labor movement fail to shoulder its responsibi-
lities. The labor movernent of today, like some of the Northern forces

of the Civil War period, has not yet comprehended that its own class

interests will not be fulfilled until the special persecution of its black
brothers is overcome. The Civil War period shows that notwith-
standing vacillations, there comes a time when a class will be com-

pelled to do what it was not prepared to do yesterday. And so, as we
appraise the inadequacies of today's labor movement, let us bear in
mind that objective conditions are moving in our direction, and that
the time is not far distant when many a labor leader may be com-
pelled to say: "I confess not to control events, but to be controlled
by events."

The Graoity of Toilay's Crisis

But this raises the question: Do we face today a crisis comparable
to the Civil War?

It is my contention that we face problems far greater than that
period. The very existence of civilization is at stake. Once again
social systems are clashing. Yesterday a growing capitalism could not
exist side by side with a system based on slavery; today, a capitalism
which is obsolete, outworn and useless, cannot be replaced by a
system based on the needs of all oppressed humanity without de-
stroying the system of national oppression which binds black America
to an inhuman existence

It is my hope that it will not take white America as long today to
discover this basic truth as it did in the Civil War period.

Even short of a socialist reorganization of American life, there are
problems of a rnore immediate nature that are insoluble without some
basic changes in the position of black people. Today black oppression
merges with a growing political crisis. It is a crisis that afiects every
aspect of our life. Persecution of black people merges with a crisis in
foreign policy and the rise of a pro-fascist danger within a parisitic
economy and a sick society.

The foregoing has been based on an optimistic view of the future.
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Hoy^ev_er, I am painfully aware that history does not always repeat
itself. It could go the other way.

Nonetheless. I see a nation in turmoil. I see another Lincoln, who
ulde-r the impact of social forces and developments, not the least of
which are the actions of black people thems6lves, will be compelled
to pick up his pen and write ffnis io the oppressive system of black
oppression, and this time for keeps. I see all these things, not because
someone will learn to love black people, but because 

-of 
my ffrm be-

lief that people love themselves.

HENBEBT APTHEKER

Law and 0riler, Lies and Hyporrisy

This month the "Law-and-Order" candidate becomes President of
the United States; let his sceptre be a crook and his globe a

pumpkin. And chief of those guarding him is a superannuated cop,
Edgar the Anti-Red, whose most recent expression of morality was
to label the late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. this nation's "most
notorious liart" Hoover calling King a liar is exactly like ]udas ffnger-
ing Christ.

Just prior to the commencement of our Civil \Mar, there was
hoisted atop the dome of the Capitol in Washington a huge female
ffgure, in bronze, symbolizing the nation's Goddess of Liberty. She
was cast, in the very year John Brown was hanged, by slavesl

This hypocrisy almost murdered the United States a century ago;
as it is, it cost the lives of 500,000 men, black and white. Through
that blood, muck and rot this country managed to stagger into the
twentieth century; but it is not going to make it into the twenty-ffrst

-not in any form recognizable to its Fathers-uncleansed of this
racist cancer. God help it if, for the little left of this century, its
Chief Executive and his Cabinet members are the likes of what we
have now; the group resembles nothing so much as a typical Board of
Trustees of a typical U. S. university-all white, all male, all "Chris-
tian," all old, all rich; yes, all, all honorable men as it was said long
ago, complete to a leading Rotarian from-who would believe it-
Montgomern Alabama!

Of course a gang the likes of this one will be hollering law and
order, as will the typrrrg pimps that serve their newspapers and write
their speeches. For the continued subjection of the Negro people in
the United States, what better slogan than law and order? Was not
the ffrst slave-trading ship from England that fell upon West Africa
named lesusP

Law and order, indeedl Rapine andi torment-selling children,
burning women,lynching men, blowing up churches, befouling pulpits,
imposing hunger, derneaning an entire people for three and- a haU
centuries-and reaping gold from the racket; and all the time scream-
ing "law and order," "law and order," with arms outstretched and
eyes raised to heaven.

Perhapa the only experionce eomparablo to lt ls the record of

. 
\{ilitancy, the indipensable ingredient for all efiective strug-

gles, has to meet the test. The cdurage of brave individuals his
pJaygd, and can play, a signiffcant roie in today's freedom strug-
gle. But the militanby of iirdividuals lies in thd ability to inspiie
rnass militanoy. It cin never be a substitute for it.'Individual
courage, therefore, must by synchronized with those forms of
struggle to which the- mass bf black people are ready to respond
at any given stage of the struggle. - ^

There is an urgent need, too, for consideration of forms of
organization which will unite the people in the black communities
and coordinate the communities iheinselves on a city, state and
national level. The aim should be effectively to brinf to bear on
the power structure the collective will of 'the blacf people, to
organize and direct mass actions on every front and at- every
leveI.

. Th" obiective should be to unite the black communities polit-
i9a.lly, and to make full use of their strategic position in^ our
cities. From such positions of strength they cin, in alliance with
othqr oppressed minorities and pro[ressive sections of the white
population, struggle effectively for unprecedented new levels
of. Negro represerrtation and, thereby, drastically alter political
relationships in the country.

- -Through united_action, an effective ffght can be waged for
black control of black com_munities, for Tederal, state a-nd city
responsibility to provide billions for the reconstruction and
rehabilitation of the black cornrnunities, placing them on a par
with the rest of the nation. Jobs, at all skillls, in-such reconstfuc-
tion, should- go to_ the people of the black communities, especially
to the youth, and at union wages.

Hnuny WrNsroN, Political Affairs, February, 1968
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British rule in India, there also encased in nauseating rationalization.
In 1857, when a maior insurrection rocked that sub-continent, Marx
commentedl

There is something like retribution in human history; and it is
a rule of historical retribution that its instrurnent be forged not by
the o$ended but by the offender himself.

In this, as in so much else, the ruling class of this nation is doing
very well in vindicating Marx. * *

The immediate source of the above somewhat sombre thoughts
was the reading of a recent Special Report, Lawlessness and Disorder,
issued by the Southern Regional Council (5 Forsyth St., N. W.,
Atlanta, Georgia 80303 ); its subject is the public school system in the
South, as existing fourteen years after the Supreme Court of the
United States had unanimously declared segregation in that system to
be illegal.

Pat Watters, the Director of Information for the Council-and
perhaps it is necessary to remark that this Council is an eminently
'tespectable" organization of liberal vintage that has never earned
the distinction of being on any "subversive" list, not even that kept
by HUAC-in introducing this Report, states that it is one of several
efforts made by the Council "to tell the nation of the deplorable
degree of failure in the South [and not only in the South!-H.A.]
to comply with the law of the land against racial discrimination in
education, and to sugeest the terrible implications of this failure."

Miss Watters ffnds little reason for any hope since the failures
have been repeated and surely deliberate. She denounces the "men
of public trust" who have failed to enforce the law and thus have
been guilty of "savage damage done to children of both races."

Bravely, Miss Watters writes: "The real story told in this report
is that of where the real breakdown in law and order, all along, has
been. It is a terrifying story of the object lesson in dishonesty and
hypocrisy our government and our society have provided for a whole
generation of young Americans."

The research director, Glenda Bartley, reports that in the Deep
Southern states even the official ffgures show that complete segre-
gation characterizedl over 90 per cent of the schools at the end of
1967. In fact, Miss Bartley reports, violence by the racists "was al-
lowed to work its will"; and while the "respectable" racists of the
1950's had sufiered certain "legal" setbacks, the forces of so-called
law and order had, in the 1960's, 'permitted whito terrorists a
victory."
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I offer in full the concluding three paragraphs in this remarkable
study-from, remember, a predominantly Southern white, traditionally
moderate and liberal organization:

The results of fourteen long years of methodizing, legalizing,
computerizing, analyzing, and finally, mortifying what is, a{ter all,
tlie basic right of every American child-the right to a good edu-
cation-will long be felt in this nation.

We teach children, all chitrdren, that the United States of America
is dedicated to law and order. We lie. We have shown a generation
of American children, in the public institution closest to their lives,
the schools, that this nation's fundamental law need not be obeyed;
we have clearly demonstrated to them that what we expect is their
conformity to lip service to the shibboleth. What will be the awful
effects of this lie upon children, black and white alike? What
depths of dtsillusionment when they hear us sa,y "law" and observe
onlY 1'e.'6"r7"

After a generation has beheld successful evasion, rationalized
vacillation, outright flaunting of the law, only a country absolutely
wedded to the totalitarian concept of order without law could
turn on the victims of lawlessness and accuse them of destroying
the fabric of society.

The law of any trr,a "t*"f, O* On", and everpvhere is a basic
reflection of the class relationships and property relationships char-
acterizing the social order. Those dominating such relationships
dominate the law. This does not signify, however, that questions of
law are meaningless-or unimportant-for those dominated. On the
contrary, to struggle for release from such domination means to
struggle in areas of the law as in all other areas. Those who rule,
rule in every area; they own the factories but one battles to organize
those factories; they own the means of communication but one battles
to infuence ideas, too; they control the State but one fights against
their policies, foreign and domestic; they wield the effective power
in facq but one batdes them at every stage and in every area, without
letup, and at stake is that very power itself. Meanwhile, those who
rule parasitic orders, themselves forge the instrument of retribution.
In the battle we train ourselves to grasp the instrument and to be
able to wield it effectively in due time.

I remember reading somewhere a story whose point was that a

tyrant's cruelty forced the shedding of many tears; each tear, entering
the soil, nourished a tree from r.vhich, in time-given enough nour-
ishment-the tyrant was hanged.

fu to the law, in particular, its vintage is old. Much of it, especially
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in a country with the militant and revolutionary traditions we pos-
sess, e{presses progressive reality of the past and therefore retains
the potential of progressive stimulant in the present. This is notably
true in the United State, home as it is of the ffrst successful anti-
colonial and bourgeois-democratic revolutions in history immersed
as it has been in the traditions of Christianity which contain essential
equalitarian and levelling aspects, and rocked by a Second American
Revolution institutionalized not only in statute but in Constitutional
enactments.

That the traditions and statutes and enactments have been more
violated than observed is true; but this does not make them impotent
or meaningless. On the contrary, they remain impelling to irasses
and distressing and embarrassing to those who rule. From levers for
progress in different periods they have become now bones in the
throat of an obsolescent, parasitic handful. So much the more im-
portant, then, that they not be permitted to lie dormant but that
they be grasped by present-day forces of progress and that in this
way they be infused, again, with life.

In the earlier decisive crisis in U.S. history-that surrounding slav-
ery and culminating in the Civil War-the approach to law and espe-
cially to the Constitution was also a basic matter. The tendency
existed among sectarian elements-as represented, by Garrison, espe-
cially after 1840-to adopt an anarchistic (as well as paciffstic) stance
to denounce any political activity as a "betrayaf'of the slaves (since
slaveowners dominated the State ) and to insist that the Constitution
was as Garrison said-a covenant with the devil-wherefore he pub-
licly burned it.

But others-and most notably Frederick Douglass, the most con-
sistent, effective and brilliant of the Abolitionists-insisted that the
Constitution did not in fact mention slavery, that while some of its
provisions were accommodations to the institution, the whole spirit
of the document and certainly of the nation's birth-certiffcate, the
Declaration of Independence, vr/ere anti-slavery. (Similar arguments
revolved around questions of an approach to Christianity and to
various churches, but to develop this would require excessive space. )
Further, people like Douglass insisted that tactics were basic to
successful struggle and that burning the U.S. Constitution was not
the best way to make an American audience amenable to your argu-
mentst The point tvas not to burn the document but to improve it;
and by making it explicitly anti-slavery one was doing exactly that.
To make it explicitly anti-slavery meant to change the nature of the
U.S. social order from one which battened upon and upheld chattel
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slavery to one which denounced and illegalized it. And to do thot
required political actioity, not abstension.

All this is missed, both in historical analysis and in contemporary

ugings by some, especially among the so-called New Left; in missing

this they-are repeating costly errors, having similar philosophical
rationalizations ofiered eleven and twelve decades ago.

*t*

This brings me to a remarkable illustration of the realities of "law
and order" and the necessities of political struggle and activity; this
story is one of the great and decisive stories of our time-and therefore
has not appeared in the big-time newsPapers and magazines nor via
prime time on radio andl television. I have in mind the realities illus-
trated by the Negro dentist of Charlotte, North Carolina, Dr. Reginald
Ifawkins, who at this moment is appealing a ruling by the State's

Board of Dental Examiners finding him "guilty'' of malpractice and
thus threatening to destroy not only his reputation but his livelihood.

One must go back sorne in order to begin to understand the case

of Dr. Hawkins. In 1960 he led a challenge against the State's Board

of Dental Examiners demanding that it admit Negro dentists; the
case was ffnally won in 1966 but the Boardr through delaying and
harrassing tactics has sought to nullify the victory. In 1964, Dr. Haw-
kins was a leader of a voter-registration drive that added 15,000

black voters to the rolls in his part of the State. Dr. Hawkins was

charged with several felonies and a misdemeanor as a result of this
un-American activity-he was charged with adding the names of
illiterates to the voting rolls. But-after local newsPaPer publicity

-the charges were dropped.
Early in 1965, Dr. Hawkins ftled a school desegregation suit. In

August, 1965, "persons unknown" ffred thirteen bullets into his home.

In November, 1965, "persons unknown" bombed his home. After
winning his suit against the Dental Board in 1966, Dr. Hawkins ffled
as a candidate for Governor in the primary in l-967. Old charges

against him were revived, but failed in court. He ran and even the
machine counted 130,000 votes for Dr. Hawkins in the primary; it
was openly reported at the time that some 80,000 additional votes

were stolen. But Dr. Hawkins had received enough counted votes
to represent-that is, for the black people to represent-a decisive
political force.

Through 1968 Dr. Hawkins, in addition to taking care of the dental
needs of folks, has been stumping his State, seeking to help build a
coalition of black people, students, professionals, and laboring men
and women. Here is what he says:
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We can take over the Democratic party in this state and they
know it. They can't touch me by ffring ,ire-so they try to makL
it appear that I'm a bad dentist'and a" bad man. Th*tt, how the
regulatory power of the state is used-to intimidate peoDle.

What they hatse neoer learned is that this sort 6f tfilne makes
us stronger. It's a coalescing force, not a destrucfit:b forcZ, in the
black commanity. Yo.o see, they're dealing with unconventional
warriors-we're not afraid. We'r-e sort of like the Viet Cons in
Vietnam-people who understand power and know how to url" it...:.I!'r really a-battle to decide,ihether the people are going to
participate ir Lhf democracy-or whether tEere-,s goi"d to" be
democracy at all.*

There is not an American who would say he does not understand
that, or, indeed, does not agee with that. of course, class rearities
and racist indoctrination_being what they are, what people say and
what they do-or even deeply believe-may be miles ,pi*. SUll, i,
a', argument-or, in a dialogue-to be able to say and be able to mean
that which is-at least on the verbal level-universally comprehended,
is no small advantage,

The fact is that even law and order-viable law and viable order
-are-no longer withil the grasp of the present ruling class. Both, in
1ny foy re-cognizxlls by mo-st Americans, today aie challenges to
that ruling class. so putrid is the dominant social order in the ljnited
states, today that those seeking signiffcant change here are simulta-
neously those who, therefore, seek to make life sufierabre, not to
speak of making it gracious or creative or loving.

ZOTTAN KOI\,IOCSIN

The Hass Apprnach anil

Internationalism*
I.

Of late, in the light of current developments in the international
class struggle, Communists often ask themselves what were the les-
sons drawn from the 1956 counter-revolution in Hungary?

Obviously, it would be wrong to apply the Hungarian experience
to the situation of today or to tornorrow. History does not repeat itself,
at least not completely, not in every detail. No two revolutions are
totally identical, nor are any two counter-revolutions. For Marxist-
Leninists, mechanistie parallels are unacceptable. However, we think
that the 1956 events (not recounting all the arguments and counter-
arguments, I should like to state here the fundamental positon of the
Hungarian Socialist Workers' Party on this score), which fflled our
Party, our people and our socialist country with dramatic tensions
andt explosions, could be a lesson for tomorrow, as well as today.

For a long time, the counter-revolutionary fare-up in Hungary, its
causes and premises, and all that followed, were not easily compre-
hensible to many at home and abroad. Only gradually could we clarify
to the Hungarian Communists, to our people and our friends abroad,
their class content and the purpose and sense of our struggle. Whereas
it was clear to many Wesi European Communists, by viitue of their
owu experience, that a counter-revolution had broken out in Hun-
gery, a section of Hungarian Communists, ideologically and politically
confused, was still partly in the dork as to the fact of counter-revolu-
tion. Judging by our case, an outside observer may in some situations
obtain a clearer grasp of the content and substance of a complicated
condition than those directly involved.

Hungarian Communists still appreciate the international solidarity
of the fraternal parties in 1956. Our comrades in the capitalist coun-
tries, targets of reactionary attacks for their solidarity with the Soviet
Union and the Hungarian revolutionaries, did not finch under the
pressure. As w9 see it, their ffrmness, far from injuring, honorably
represented and upheld the interests of their working class.

Marxist-Leninist principles, notably tle class approach and interna-
tionalism, helped the Hungarian Communists grasp the content and
causes of the 1956 counter-revolution, and draw the proper conclu-
-ifipdnted from 'Wotld Ma,raiat Raoiew, Oetober-November, lg6g.

December 17, 1968

* The data about and quotations from Dr. Hawkins are taken from TheSouthern Patriot, Decemler, 1g68 (issued ;by the Southern--Con-ference
Educational Fund, 8210 w. Broadway, Louisvilre, r""t""tv-aoziil.'



sions. A class approach and internationalism, we ho14 is essential
to understand the facts and processes of socio-political rife, fnding
the right solutioas, for then theso facts and proiesses axe rerated ti
the international class str-uggle. The assessmeirt of the class struggle
is not based on concepts of abstract "democracy," abtract "sovereigif;
and abstract "humanism,- with the concrete class content of [hese
abstract slogans denuded in the social cullisions.

In his article on the experience of class struggle in Hungary, which
appeared in this journal (No. % lg59), Comrade Kadar i,rote,

The counter-revolutionaries knew that they could not count on
success if they openly called for the restoration of capitalism. That
i9 why they cloaked their real aims. In the initial slases at least
they proclaimed "democratic socialism,,' not capitalisir. as their
aim. "socialism without dictatorship'-this was iheir ffrst tactical
slogan : . . fr"{ seco_nd tactical ^step was t}re proclamation of"pure democracy)' void of class cont'ent.

CLmS TPPnOACH 
so

somewha! but we became stronger. Subsequently, in the process of
91"!"Ion and potarization, i" *on tnJ a""ilire -ri"j,y'"f ,f,"
peopre andr a new national unity with a sociarist content emerged-

il.

.9T PrnI deffned the main causes of the counter_revolution: a) the
Ttt"l": of.thgprevious sectarian and dogmatic leadership; b) revi-
sionists in the Partyl c) hostile elements in"the 

"orrt v, J)'tt e'insidi
ous etorts of world imperiarism. It was these four mutua[v condi-
tioned and interweaving causes.that led up to the 

"o"","r-ru*i',rtionaryuprising' rf one of them had been missing, matters wourd not have
come to the point_of counter-revorution. ih"r" four factors existed
Td ope:ated long befo:e O_ctober 29, 1g56; they ffgurecl in the coun-ter*evolutionary events and in the sociar snuggres"that fonowed.

H1Tgari1n Communists determined th? the 
"o,rrt"r-r"rroto-tion would not have im-peniled the existence of the sociarist systemif tllfarty leadersh,p.f,ad not-made g:raye p,olitical mistakes prior

:, 19ryt The gross violations of socialist legility, air*grJ'f", .lr"kTd* principles of 
,party life, dogmatism' ani' tr"k 3i prir"ipt",

authoritarian, often sulie-ctivg and aibitrary, decisions, th"'*irt"k",in economic 
erlr_"y "til -tq" 

depreciation of the ,ol" oi ,"U"iri., ,f,"Parg rank and ffle and of the ro-re of the masses-afl thir, 
".r-.rrruu"ry,F *gtl on a crisis, undermined the trust of party *L-["*1" trr"

Ieadership and impaired the bonds between th." prrty--;;-ff **r.irg
:1":r. I" the 

.ParV Ieadership would noi acknowledge its mistakes.
Not only wa.s it incapabre of inaking amends ,na r""7iiyi"*',r," 

"oo-sequences of the crimes, it arso laIked th" corrage ,f i-,8r"ri *u-cri,cism. Those werg. the reasons why it *r, i,o!otu"il" fr"" ,f
tu ruY.r"rist opposition and the 

"orrt"r_r"rolutionary danqer. Theatternation of groundless, superftcipl measures 
"rra 

opportoiirt 
"on_eiliation, the half-mea$.,es ind farse sorutions, 

"rra 
itu d"iry, inrehabilitation-this demoralized and disarm"d the c"*","ri;il *aenabled the _Rightist 'universar democracy' ,rogrrr, ii."' J"n* ,rsupra-class abstract humanism and 'hatioirrr Co-r#""ir"*1",T *r."root among Party members and among the people.

. Jn 
aggJegate, the,mistakes of the ord"sectrrir, ird dogmatic leader-ship *ndermined: the vanguard role of the par(y, itr";;;;."p-ability, fostering passivity- among the ehampions of sociarism andamong the revorutionary forceq disorganizinf them 

""a 
irr*"uy *-creasing the infuence of the class en6my.

The Rightist revisionist-gr-oup in the party did not begin its poritical
sereer by asking for aid from the impehafist p.#;';t"rt tt 

"
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Between October 28 and November 4, \9d6, it was brought home

" the of the Hungarian counter-

g class outside

ir y"ll as inside the Party; that it am-ounts to intimidition, political
and physical terror against those communist internationafiJts loyal
to socialism. rn a country where the working crass is in power it can,*"::r.r*q this powgr, heyelop socialist dE rrocr4ry JJ guaril;
socialist freedoms. o,,ce this po-e" is Jost, ,ro ,oti"lirt dimooracy
and no socialist freedoms are ionceivable.
@T16' ffiEE"-a-t6frteas of abstract ..democ-

racy" and abstract 'tovereig:rty" agaipst the Marxist class principle
and proletarian internatiooilirm, 

"id thr* determined in #h"t .iry
each interprets democracy and national independen"u, i*Joi 

"nahumanism, what he wishes to achieve, what aiils, irt"r"rt, *a-br*.u*
he serves, what external and internal social forces t 

" 
,upr"ru"ir, ,rra

wfgre he is goin-g. In.the question of national 
"nity 

*"'-ali"r,,i""a,
witr whom and for what purpose? In the question Lf democracy and
freedom: for what and against what, for whom 

""a ,gri"rt *ho*?
{d i1 the question of independencer from whom ,"a ff iort *ho*,
who championed sovereignly and who imperifled tt? dJ;ii thi, inj]f aggregat_er _in the interests of what po*u" and whose powerp
we answered these questions from the stindpoint or trru-"i"rl prin-
ciple and proletarian lnternationarism. As a resur! our ranks thinned

tion, amounts
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soviet union and the revolutionary forces at home. That it did towards

the end of its career. Its leaders had no intention of restoring cap

italism when they began organizing their faction. But their platform

paved the way for counter-ievolution by its slogans of "democratic

iocialisnf insiead of proletarian dictatorship; reconstitution of the

coalition Government ihat existed until 1948 insteadl of the vanguard

role of the Party; looser relations with the Soviet Union in the guise

of ,'national independence" instead of friendship and alliance with
the Soviet Union.hhe logic of its actions took that group to the end

of its path, which culminated in treason' In the Hungary of l-956

the inferval between proclamation of " pure democracy'' and the

physical assault on Communists was a brief one; the counter-revolu-

fuon, however did not begin with hanging Communists in the streets.

The Rightists revisionists in the Party thus P_layed a prominent

role in thJideological and political spadework, undermining the Party

andi socialist soci6ty. Af ffist they professed to be ffghting to rectify
errors, to air intra-party problerns in public. That was something

the class enemy corrid never have accomplished by itself. Their pro-

paganda mainiained that the decade before 1956 was a decade oJ

it"i"qf and want. They cast doubt, denied and derided the historical

gains of the workingmen, obliterated the halo of heroism accompany-

Ing socialist construction, sowed among the people mistrust of their

str:ength and abilities. At first, they tumed the masses against the

P^rW, government, public and economic leaders and activists, then

declaref, po[tical and moral terror against them, boycotting _th9* and
calling them "stalinists" and "Rakosi-ites.' Men who had devoted

the best years of their life, their energy and knowledge 
-t9 

serving

socialism, who had worked udth clevotion for the people's causo,

were placed in an untenable position by this demagogy. This shows

us thai in rectifying the errors made in the course of building socialism,

we must ffght on two fronts-against those who' for whatevet reaSon;

evade public admission of mistakes, and against those eager to exploit

these mistakes for the purpose of whipping up anti-socialist hysteria,

By political and moral pressure, the revisionists disorganized the

security organs and the armed forces. In the summer of 1956, they

had gained control over the information media. The instruments of
ideological and political infuence were securely in their hands. Pos-

sessiori of these media again provecl an all-important factor in the class

struggle. The working class, its Communist Party, lost control over

*ori of the press in the summer of 1956. This section of the press

and the political club known as Petoeff Circle were the main ideologi-
cal and poliUcal instruments of the counter-revolution. Cultivating na-
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tionalist, anti-Soviet sentiment, and then fanning it to a pint of
hysteria, played an important role in the ideological preparations,
This propaganda declared that "all Hungarians are brothers," that
"ten million Hungarian hearts beat in unison," and tried to build up
their leader Imre Nagy as one of the geat men in Hungarian history,
creating the impression that the entire nation was rallied round him.

The grave mistakes of the sectarian and dogmatic Party and gov-
ernrnent leadership, coupled with the activity of the Rightist revi-
sionists in the autumn of 1956, produced a situation in which the
hostile forces at home were able to come out into ,the open and
opportunities appeared, for the interference of world imperialism.
Not rectifying old mistakes, not removing the Right rlanger, was the
object of the day. And so the country was plunged into a bloody coun-
ter-revolution. It was not until after the uprising had been crushed
with Soviet aid, that Hungarian revolutioniries ind the people were
able to apply in deed, not just in words, the fundamental conclusions
of the 20th Congress of the CPSU, to build a socialism cleansed of sec-

tarian, dogmatic, and revisionist mistakes.

III.
We drew useful lessons from an analysis of the various stages of

the 1956 counter-revolution and of the enemy tactics. Failure clearly
to difrerentiate between the menace of counter-revolution and a bloody
armed confict can lead to grave delusions. It is not true that we can-
not speak of the menace of counter-revolution rvith full conftdence
only on the basis of abstract coniectures. For a principled class and
internationalist approach to social problems enables us to establish,
with accuracy and conffdence, whether or not there is a menace of
peaceful or armed counter-revolution. There was a danger of peaceful
counter-revolution, gradual liquidation of the socialist systim and
stage-by-stage restoration of capitalism long before October 29, 1986,
when the armed conflict flared up, but only few were aware of it.

The errors of the old pseudo-Left, and at the same time oppor-
tunist, leadership, coupled with persistent Right-wing revisionist ef-
forts over several months, had by the autumn of 1956 createl ideological
and political confusion among the Party membership. There wal the
danger that the Party might ffird itself under reviiionist leadership
with_a_revisio-nist program and revisionist organizational principlei.
The bull< of the workers, peasants and intellectuals were forced-into
a state of political indifference and passivity. By the time counter-
revolution had broken out, the enemy had managed to discredit a
large part of the politically active Communists and for a time, was
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able to undermine conffdence in the Party. The Right-wing revisionists
wantedl to turn Hungaly back to the pre-1948 situation, that is, to
a coalition government in which the Communist Party-now sub'
scribing to a revisionist program-would in all probability be in
a minority. And so, in the autunrn of 1956, there emerged the menace

of peaceful counter-revolutiou.
That there was no peaceful counter-revolution was largely due to

the impatience of our enemies at home and abroad. Witness this pas-
sage from a Rome radio broadcast of August 18, 1956:

At the very worst, Hungarian national eommunism could be
acceptable only as a brief transitory stage . . . If they manage to
get [he Russian troops out, Russian exploitation will have come
to an end . . . National communism might last one or two months,
but it will be swept away by the accumulated resentment. . . . If
they really adhere to naiional principles . . . th"y will make this
sacriffce, too.

The internal and external counter-revolutionary forces wanted quick
and full restoration of capitalism. Writing in the American iournal
Reporter (December 27, L956), its European correspondent Edmond
Taylor revealed some details of the contacts between Hungarian
Foreign Ministry officials and the U.S. Embassy in Budapest at the
time of the counter-revolution. The United States Charge d'Afiaires
in Budapest, he said, was obliged to call on Imre Nagy and urge him
to show at least some signs of distrust in the West, at any rate until
the Soviet troops had withdrawn from Hungary. This appeal to Nagy
to shorv less haste, in abolishing Cornmunism, was perfectly correct,
Taylor added, but unfortunately, it came too late and, besides, it car-
ried little weight in view of mounting official and unofficial American
pressure on Hungary for a clean break with Communism.

The main conclusion dlawn by the class enemy from the 1956
defeat was that haste must be avoided in favor of a stage-by-stage
operation. In keeping with its "loosening-up" tactic, international im-
perialism now relies primarily on peaceful counter-revolutionary restor-
ation. Our class enemy has drawn important lessons from 1956, and
we would like to see all Communists learning not less than our com-
mon enemy from Hungary's experience of counter-revolution.

ry.

Mindful of the causes of the 1956 counter-revolution, the principal
forces involved, and the necessary conclusions to be drawn therefrom,
our Party attaches much importance to the theory and practice of
struggle on two fronts. That, in fact, has been a major faotor in our
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progress over the past 19 years. And today, too, the struggle on two
tronts is a cornerstone of _our policy and method-a safeguird against
repetition both of the old sectarian-dogmatic mistakes a=nd of fligt t-
wing revisionist deviations.

- ,T!" struggle on two fronts enables us gradually to fortify the party's
ideological, political and organizationai-unity, its united action and
leading role. The two-front struggle stimulates constructive discussion
and activity and the continrred developrnent of democracy within and
beyond Party ranks. It enables us also to anticipate and quickly elimi
nate the consequences of possible errors. And we beliive that this
policy,Jree of pseudo-Leff or Right-wing deviations, is one of the*Tt 

"g::!ive 
guarantees of continued adiance towaris our goals.

The 1956 counter-revolution and the subsequent work of ovJrcoming
its consequences have ta_ug\t us that a principled policn one in whicf,
the word is matched by the deed, is the Best one. hi octbber-November
195Q and also in the zubsequent months, many peopre were still under
the infuence of nationalist and antisovief sintiments. Every day
furnished fresh proof that the communists can win ffrm prestije and
popularity for their Party only by combating nationalisin anE anti-
sovietism, not by seeking agreement with ihem. The communists
canrrot compete with the. c$s gnemy in nationalism, but if they openly
and unambiguously uphold their principles, then, sooner l, irt"r,
their efforts will meet with success.-

A-fter November 4, 1g86, the Hungarian communists were subiected
to a veritable torrent of imperiarist srande'. They assumed Jspon-
sihility for the resolute *ea*res then introduced,'and for the 1o.rg-
gle against th_e passions,kindred by nationarist demagogy- rh" iu*a
,,h" *Tgu- of having demolished .,national 

unity.,, i"Zeea *e di.l
demolish this nationalistic, anti-soviet 'hational unity,,, *rri"r, never
included the major force of sociarist revorution. o,rrirg the counter-
revolution, supporters of sociarism were hurred back by"a cornbination
of reactionary pressure, betray_ar and incessant carumriy. g"i*iil, tlr"
favorable conditions created by the aid of the sovilt u"iorr, ,t 

"ybecame active again, and when ihe nationarist_hysteria u"g"o i;iirp"r,
people who had been misled turned. their backs on th-is tul" ..r"_
tional unity." Our progress o1e.r the pa_st 12 y""r, h", U.o"tli i",o
being a new national unity, with a soc^ialist content and aims that ac-
cord with the communist program. The ehief method oi,iru"g,rr""i"g
this unity is democrati", op"1, comrad-ery discussion, 

" 
ri"""""*"irrrguof views on all problems- of public inierest.

, A principled policy is tte. beit jolicy also in dealing with the prob-Iems of socialist construction. thu Right-wing r"ri?io"lrtr'o"t' rg56
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relied on unprincipled agreement with opposition-rninded intellectual

groups, bouigeois politicians and the imperialiqt enemy. Forthrigh
discussion and clear, principled difierentiation-though this was not

to everyone's liking at ffrstioon produced satisfactory results. There

never has been, nor is there likely to be for a long time to come, a

Communist Party that could on a class basis and over a long period
attract to its side every citizen of a country without exception. But
the Party and its leadeiship should always be able to attract-chiefy
through conviction-the maiority of the wgrk]ng people. And the

main method of winning the working people for socialism is action

that accords with their interests and aspirations. Of course, we should

debate with our political enemies, too' But in a country committed to
the building of socialism we cannot, in our view, renounce the use of
the instruments of Power in relation to those who actively oppose

socialism and the socialist system. This, too, is part of the concept of
a consistently principled policy and accords with the requirements

of socialist law. And socialist law has two aspects-we should never

punish people for their political views, provided they dg not violate
socialist la*; but every citizen is obliged to abide by the law and,

should he violate it, bear the consequences.

In the past 12 years our Party, Government and State Assembly

have adopted and implemented many decisions, laws and deerees

which have evoked wide interest abroad. Our Party and Government

will continue this work in a situation of unhampered sovereignty.
This needs to be emphasized because, as we all know, Soviet trooPs

are temporarily stationed on our territory. Their task is to assure the
defense of the Warsaw Pact countries, and they are performing it
without in any way restricting Hungary's sovereignty or interfering
in her internal affairs. Besides fulfilling the noble task of upholding
peace and security, the presence of Soviet troops makes it possible
io educate our people in an internationalist spirit and promote closer

Soviet-Hungarian friendship.
There is ample evidence to show that the buitrding of socialism

on the principles and in the spirit of the Twentieth Congress of the
CPSU was endangered by the old leadership and its policy, by revi-
sionist activity and the advance of counter-revolution. Once these

obstacles were removed, the road to consolidation was opened and
we tackled and solved social, economic and cultural problems and
steadiily extended democracy. What is more, we did this with the
active support of the people, and we intend to continue along these
lines. The policy we have been pursuing in these 12 years, and intend
to pursue with even greater success in the future, rests on class prin-
ciples and internationalism.

TOM FOTET

[zechnslnvakia' Heality and lllusion
Czechoslovakia is a real country. The Czech and Slovak peoples who

live there have a historical development that is uniquely their own,
one that gives them special needs and special problems shared by no
other peoples. It is an illusion to believe Czechoslovakia is just lilce
any other country, and that sweeping abstractions can be applied to
it without taking into consideration the context of time, place and
history in which it is situated.

At least since the time of the great Czech religious martyr, Jan
Hus (1369-1415), the key factor influencing the historical develop-
ment of the Czech and Slovak lands has been their strategic location,
which placed them literally at the center of most European conficts.
In the 19th century, Chancellor Bisrnarck of Germany was referring to
this fact when he said: 'lMhoever controls Bohemia, controls Europe."
In fact, many people through the centuries wanted to 'tontrol
Bohemia." fn modern times, Czechoslovakia's strategic importanee has
actually increased. One need only look at a map to see why.

Alliance With Other Nati,ons Needeil far Swoioal

Given this basic fact of history, one can easily see why the numer-
ically-small and relatively-weak Czech and Slovak peoples found it
possible to survive only in association with others, never relying on
their own resources alone, This was why, for example, Czech nation-
alism developed as a pro-Russian and Pan-Slav movement as well
as a purely Czech movement. There was no contradietion in Frantisek
Palacky being the founder of the Czech national movement and tho
foremost advocate of Pan-Slav unity of his day (latter half of the
19th century), once it is understood that the Czech people required
the zupport of other Slavic peoples irr order to realize their goal of
national independence. In particular, the Czechs counted on the sup-
port of Tsarist Russia and, in World War f, deserted en masse to the
Russian side where they formed the well-known Czech Legion. After
the destruction of Tsarism, and between the two wodd wars, inde-
pendent Czechoslovakia was closely allied with France, in order to
counter the threat from Germany.

However, the liberal bourgeois government of President Edvard
Benes and Foreign Minister Jan Masaryk was betrayed by France
and Britain in the Munich Crisis of 1938, The one time in recrnt
history that Czechoslovakia rvas abandoned by its source of outside
support, it was immediately taken over by its more powerful neighbo,

tg
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Nazi Germany. In the speciffc context of Czechoslovak history, then,
to be unallied and alone does not equal independence but rather its
very opposite. This lesson was taken to heart by Benes and Masaryk
The Czechoslovak government they set up in exile was the only one
to include Communists, and was recognized as the legitimate govern-
ment of the country by the Soviet Union in the Maisky-Masaryk
Agreement of 1941. In December, 1943, President Benes went to
Moseow, against the strong protests of the British and the Americans,
and signed a Czech-soviet Alliance. He remarked at the time that
the alliance would be the cornerstone of Czechoslovakia's foreign
policy after the war, because ", . . the Czechs had learned, or better,
been taught, not to rely on others."

In the light of Czechoslovak history, it can be seen that this was
no simple diplomatic arrangement, but was to perform the function
oI guaranteeing the independence of the country. In I"945, all the anti-
fascist forces in Czechoslovakia were aligned in the Kosice Agreement,
in which they established a National Front government, excluded
fascist and reactionary forces from the political life of the country,
expelled the Sudeten-German minority, and nationalized the greater
part of Czech industry.

In the growing cold-war crisis of 1948, Jan Masaryk expressed in a
remarkably clear and sharp way the realistic basis of this continuing
policy when he said: "Czechoslovakia is not between East and West,
it is between Russia and German/, and if we have to choose, we will
choose Russia." Masaryk knew that there was no "third. alternative"
for-his country: it was the only country in the world having borders
with both Germany anil rhe USSR (actually, the Ukraine, not Rus-
sia), and by itself it was too small and weak to prevent Germany from
taking it over. There was no Czech or Slovak w,ho did not know from
bitter experience what that meant.
" What this historical development shows is that the defense of
Czechoslovakia's independencJ and territorial integrity, in order to
be at all rationally or intelligently advocated, must"state clearly that
czechoslovakia's survival depends on its continued close association
with the USSR and the othir socialist countries. Any abstract argu-
ment_that equates Czechoslovak independence with 'heutrality. or
non-alignment is without any question advocacy of Czechoslovakia's
absorption by its most powerful and ruthless neighbor. This is an
example of rvhat well-intentioned abstractions can lead to,

The history of Czechoslovakia provides us with several examples
gf q" terrifying {am1ge the- misuse of ffne-sounding prineiples can
do. For example, the 'right of nations to self-determirratton"ias used
by Hitler ancl the Nazis to cmsh and dismember czeehoslovakla,
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first in October, 1988, when Germany annexed the Sudetenland with
its Sudeten-Cerman minority, and later in March, IgBg, when Slovakia
was set up as an "independent" Nazi puppet state under Father Tiso
and his native slovak fascist movement. fhe right of nations to self-
determination is one of the greatest principles 6f Marxism-Leninism,
but it must be applied in a Marxist-L-eninist way.

In addition to the basic facts of shategic and power relationships
in czechoslovakia's histor], *rere is also 

-the 
reality of its economic

d-evelopment. As far back as the lgth century when the czechs and
slovaks were part of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, the czech.
speakir^rg. provtge of Bohemia was the most hearily-industrialized
part of Aushia-Hungary. when czechoslovakia became independen!
it also became a small country with a large industry buirt for an em-
pire. czechoslovakia was left with a small, inadequate internal market
for its industry and, at the same time, was cut iff from some of its
vital sources of raw materials. In order to pay for imported raw
materials to keep its industry going, czechoslovakia had b export
a high percentage of that production as a matter of economic sur-

!v1t It had to try to be-at out competitors like ]apan, for example.
This sifuation meant ruthless exploitation of czech i,vorkers, re-invest-
ment of 

-p_roffts 
in purely "Czeclf industry, while whole areas of the

cguntry like slovakia were left backward and undeveloped, as a kind
of_agricultural hinterland for czech industry. Thus, tliere was some
substance to Slovak charges of "Czech imperialism" at that time.

The Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

since 1949, czechoslovakia has been a member of the council for
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA). To a very great extent, the
basic structural problems of the czechoslovak 

""o.rol*y 
noted above

were overcope by this arrangement. Exports still accounted for 10
per cent of the G.N.P., !0 per cent of the national income, and Ig per
cent of total industrial output. But czechoslovakia importeil r:aw
materials (iron org petroleum, etc.) from the soviet union and

11yo!-ed industrial goods to the ussR on rather advantageous terms.
worl'd market prices were taken as the basis of e*chang"e and., as is
well-lanown, raw materials are always cheaper on the riorld market
than 

-manu-factured goods. A speciai aranfement existed for soviet
petroleum, which cze_choslovakia bought af a price belou the world
market. fu a resulg czechoslovakia haa a hule market area for its
industry_and a near-inexhaustible source of cf,eap raw materials to
feed it. Due to its favorable terms of trade, it had Luilt up a credit of
$2 billion with the ussR, which it was using to further fevelopment
of its Soviet so'rees of oil, iron ore, 

"opp"i, 
aluminum, Ieadi zinq
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etc. Its rndustrial growth had beon truly gigantic-a 4N per cent in'
crease over pre-war levels which unlike other CMEA countries, were
already high in those days. Slovakia's industrial production increased

more than 17 times over the pre-war level and its share in total
industrial output went up from 7 per cent ( 1937 ) to 22 per cent ( 1967 ).
To a large extent, Slovakia had more modern plant and equiPment
than the older Czech industrial areas.

It is hard to imagine how any other kind of economic arrangement
could have been better fftted to the basic structural requirements of
the Czechoslovak economy, while at the same time giving Czecho-
slovakia a vital, key role to play in the CMEA system. There were
certainly severe economic problems in Czechoslovakia, but they were
only indirectly related to its position in CMEA.

Need for Economic Reforms

George Wheeler, in a recent article ("Czechoslovakia Today," NeTn

World Reoieu;, Summer, 1968, pp. 17-31), has pointed out what some
of those problems werer the Czechoslovak economy was rigid, over-
centralized, insulated from price and market factors, not directly
affected by consumer interests, and was extensively rather than inten-
sively developed. fnvestment policies were questionable, and sorne
sectors were neglected, such as housing.

By 1963, an economic crisis had developed, in which industrial and
agricultural production dropped off sharply and the real wages of
workers actually went dawn.In January, 1965, the Central Committee
of the Communist Party outlined a proiected economic reform which
was further developed in the 13th Congress of the Party held in
1966; emphasis in the economy was to be placed on intensive scientiffc-
technological development, on chemistry and electronics, automation
and computerization. Enterprises would have to cover wages, invest-
ment, and circulating funds by their proffts, which would be based on
price and market factors affected by consumer demand; export ffrms
would have to meet world market prices.

The 1966 economic reform (similar to reforms in the Soviet Union,
the GDR, Hungary, and Bulgaria) had an immediate beneffcial
effect: the average increase in national income 1961-65 had been a

bare 1.8 per cent; in 1967, it iumped to 8 per cent. Farm ousput in-
creased in 1967 by 8.5 per cent, the fastest increase of all the socialist
countries. Average wages went up 5 per eent while the cost of living
rose by only 1.5 per cent so most workers gained by 8.5 per cent. But
some workers experienced a wage decline even in 1967 and the eco-
nomlc situation was still unhealthy.
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Clearly, part of the problem was the reluctance of some managers
and political leaders to carry out the reforms in practice, while
the overall political direction of society was still markedly con-
servative. In that respect, the ]anuary, 1968 change in Party leadership
from Antonin Novotny to Alexander Dubcek was probably a change
that was necessily to carry through the economic reform. To some

degree, the April 5, 1968 Action Program of the Czechoslovak C. P.

reflects a continuation of the earlier 1966 economic program, although
with considerable additions in terms of the political direction of
society and the Party.

Carrying out the projected political and economic reforms, taking
into acoount all of the problems of the 1968-67 period, presupposed
a very high level of ideological understanding on the part of the
general population and their awareness of some of the pitfalls to
be avoided. It is often automatically assumed that because Czecho-
slovakia has been for long a highly-industrialized country, with a good
educational system, and has been in the process of building sociatsm
for twenty years, that the Czech and Slovak peoples were better
prepared for a new, qualitatively higher type of socialism.

The Lag ln ldeologi,cal Work

In fact, sociological surveys and other research carried out by the
Czechoslovak Party itself do not bear out this idea. In the major
industrial regions of Czechoslovakia, a very low level of ideological
awareness and Marxist consciousness was found. What is especially
shocking about the results of the surveys is that the youth, who had
grown up under socialism, and the members of socialist labor brigades
in industry were found to be among the very lowest in ideolo$cal
commitment. Instead of a conscious, scientiffc and materialistic out-
look, they had acquired a kind of "spontaneous" and "vulgar-material-
istii'attitude, revealing a lack of any educational training in Marxism.
The development of socialism was seen as an automatic, spontaneous,
conflict-free process in which the role of the workers was passive, and
the goal was a society of individualistic consumers. Capitalism and
socialism were compared only in terms of what they offered to a con-
sumer, in respect to his immediate interests. It was found that rapid
industrialization had led to the influx into the working class of many
petty-bourgeois elements, a$ecting the general level of class co,nsci-
ousness.*

iJ. Kozel, "Ideological and Political Unity of the Party,', World, Mo,rdet
Readeut, March, 1967, pp. 43-48; J. Kozel and J. Kovalcikova, ,,The Scien-
tifie Approach to Party 'Work,'' WMR, September, 1g65, pp. *-ZBi Y,
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It would have taken a lot of time and efiort to correct this situa-
tion even in the best of circumstances. But it was also found that
Party organizations had 'withdrawn into their shells" and were
distrustful of all outsiders. Little or no educational work was being
carried on and Party members themselves were ignorant of the
fundamentals of Party life and ideology. Candidate (probationary)
membcrship had been abolished and people were 

-being 
takln

directly into the Party with no preparation. A survey of Kladno steel
workers taken into the Party under these new rules "revealed a
keen understanding of international problems but not, however,
a similar understanding of the Party rules, the duties of a party
member, how the Party functions, its organizational structure, and
so on."o If this was true of the major industrial regions of the coun-
try what was the situation like in the more backward rural areas?
One feels, even though sweeping generalizations are out of order
here, that the conditions revealed in these s'rveys explain quite a
]ot about the recent course of events.

Even if one assumes that many Party branches were incapable
of 

-carrying 
on intensive ideological wo*, it might have been pos-

sible to overcome some of these difficulties by tLe use of the mass
media, radio, TV, newspapers, etc. One of the suryeys showed that
69_ per cent of those polled said that they learned. more about
politics and ideology from the mass media than from the educa-
tional activities of the Party branches. But, in fact, such an
ideological mobilization- wguld have required a great deal of party
unity and strict control of the mass information media.
The Party Loses Control

- Party unity did not exist in this period, however. There were
sharp disagreements oler Jrol to- proceed. Factional groups began
to form and to call Jor the "radical purge" of their "oppinentsloo

The Party lost control over the *"rr *rdrr. Individual b'ommunists
set,. t!.e1sel-ves up as "autonomous makers of progressive party
policy'' in the radio, TV, and newspapers. Even ihe-Central Com-
mittee of the Party was forced to report to the mass media before
informing lower Party bodies of its diicussions and decisions, thereby
A"g;;4", B. Xosina,-_n. ma!-v1,-l,sociological Research in party .W.ork,,,
yMR, De-cember, 1966, pp. 6B--66. The i""r. *rr.,reyed included prague,
ostrava, Kladno and the North Moravian ,ugior, .orririlt"c'gtplr centof the country's coal and iron industry, ?6 per cent of its iteel fndustry.

--. ryap_*, ''Czechoslovakia: Impact of the Economic Reform on party'W'ork-," World Maraist Reoieut, D-ecember, 196?, pp. 7B_4.

* 
t*.J.K_o_zel,''Ideologieal and Folitical UriiW of tir-e'party,,' Wortd, Lla,rxistReuieu, Mareh, 1967, p. 46,
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depriving it of the right actually to direct the Party and make
policy. Party meetings were thrown oPen to the general public for
unrestricted discussion of anything. This meant Party bodies lost
their role as independent, coherently-organized political forces.

At the same time, some very questionable changes were being
projected in Czechoslovak society. In regard to the legal and iudicial
system, for example, Justice Minister Bohuslav Kucera wanted to
revamp it so that it would be run by experts trained in traditional
and Roman law, which can only be interpreted as a re-institution
of the older bourgeois legality. Kucera himself was a member of
the Czech National-Socialist Party, which he said would play the
role of an opponent of the Communist Party in the future, and not
merely become an "opposition party.*

No one would deny the need to overcome the mistakes and viola-
tions that had been made in the past in Czechoslovakia. But the
way to do this was to perfect socialist standards and not to rein-
troduce bourgeois ones, because the latter involves total rejection
of socialist legality as such.

Attenryt to Shift to tha West

No one can criticize Czechoslovakia for trFng to reform or to
trade with otler countries. As has been pointed out, Czechoslovakia
probably had more legitimate reasons for engaging in large-scale
international trade than many other countries, due to its unique
economic stnrcfure. But if this uniqueness is taken into aecount in
this respec! then it must be in other respects as well.

Anatole Shub reported an interview with Evzen Loebl, head of
the Slovak State Ban\ in the March 18, 1968 Los Angeles Times;
Loebl advocated a $500 million World Bank loan, membership in the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), creation of 200-800,000 private
enterprises to absorb manpower 'tqueezed out" of nationaliied in-
dgrrry eventually to amount to some 20 per cent of the labor force.
Shub continued: ". . should Czech economic and political reforms lead
to a deterioration of relations with the USSR, Poland, and East Ger-
ma]r/, economists here have thoroughly investigated alternate markets
and sources of supply . . . Romania and yugoslavia, as well as various

Y."* P"rgpean and third world counhies would be prepared to help.,,
HighJevel economic talks were being held between [he czechosloviks
and Italy, Japan and West Germany, among others.

r rnterview with Dr. Kucera, Der spiegel, laly 22, 196g. The Nationa.l-
socialist_ Party, _founded in 1897, was the old party of Benes and was charae-
te^rized by ltp bourgeois nationalism. Its newspaper, sooboilnol siorro, is
oftcn quoted in the press of the United States.
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If the unique historical, political, and economic features'about
Czechoslovakia mentioned earlier are recalled, it must be stated that
this kind of development meant far more than pure and simple eco-
nomic reform or trade expansion, The Czechoslovaks had taken into
consid,eration the fact that their new eeonomic direction might lead
them out of CMEA; they had already located alternative sources of
supply and markets; they had signed an agreement with Italy (in
February) for the shipment of Czechoslovak goods through Trieste.
This points to an eventual reorientation of the Czechoslovak economy
to the West, no mntter what the effect on the CMEA countries or the
political disaster this would involve for Czechoslovakia itself. The
ffrst symbol (literally) of what this might have meant was the Coca-
Cola signs going up along Europe Route No. 12 from the West to
Prague, commented on by a French journalist.*

The question must be posed also, in view of the ffndings of the socio-
logical surveys, if the Action Program, with its legitimate concern for
greater consumer influence on the economy, might not have been
misinterpreted by large numbers of confused people whose attitude
toward "socialism" as they understood it reflected a society of "in-
divdualistic consumers," or people who compared capitalism with
socialism solely on the basis of "consumer satisfaction." Given the
state of the Partn the level of ideological awareness, the situation in
the mass media, would these people have rallied to the defense of
socialism, and if they did, what would they have been defending?

The Grouth of Im.perialist Aggressioeness

The question of defense is not unimportant here. The situation within
the czechoslovak armed forces on the state frontiers, the activities
of the Sudeten-German refugees, the CIA and the manuevers of the
Wes_t German army, the stocks of arms and the radio equipment found
inside Czechoslovakia, have all been commented on at great lengtlr
by now, and so it is unnecessary to relate them again. But it is im-
portant that all of these developments in Czechoslovakia be viewed
within the context of general European security. Todor Zhivkov, First
Secretary 

-of 
the Bulgarian Communist Party, at the 1g67 Karlovy

Vary Conferenee, said: "We share the general view that due to the
growing aggressiveness of imperialism we have entered into a period

_ *.I"q._ M_ezerette, "J'gi -y, P-ragg9 passer de l,optimsme a l,angoisse,r,
P_a.ris-fuIatch, August 3, 1968, p. 29. The Coea-Cola wai imported into Lzecho-glovekia from west Germany in pull-top eans, along with American ciga-
rettes and French cognac,
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marked by a dangerous aggravation of the international situation."*
It was within a period of sharpening confict in Europe and the emer-
gence of neo-nazism in West Germany that all of the problems, con-
flicts and chaotic events were unfolding in Czechoslovakia. This fact
has been ignored or brushed aside by some people as being irrelevant
to the diseussion.

But if we go back to the two points made in the beginning about
Czechoslovakia-that it has been placed literally at the center of
European conficts and has never been able to suryive alone-then we
can see that this increasingly tense situation in Europe is very rele-
vant indeed. If we remember Jan Masaryk's words about Czecho-
slovakia being between Russia and German/, then we can see the real
meaning of Czechoslovakia pulling out of the CMEA economy of
socialist Europe in terms of what a choice "against Russia" inevitably
meant. If we go over the real situation in the Party and among the
people in Czechoslovakia, then we can ask if they alone, even with
the greatest possiible devotion to the socialist cause, could have
defended socialism against internal and external attack. If we ask
what has been the surest guarantee of the independence of the Czecho-
slovak state and the national existence of the Czech and Slovak peo-
ples, tlre framework within which the author is certain they will go
on to complete their socialist revolution, we will have no dificulty in
understanding why the USSR and the other Warsaw Pact countries
braved all the imperialist lies and slanders to carry out their interna-
tionalist duty to defend socialism and their special responsibility to
defend Czechoslovalcia.

A historian cannot help wishing the same thing hadr happened
thirty years earlier, when Czechoslovakia had no one to come to its
aid and was left alone to face the Nazi hordes. History, however,
does not repeat itself. There was no "Munich" in 1968. That is not
an abstract, "principled" question, but a reality.

*W,M.R, Informatian Bulletin,9T-98 (1967), p. 8.
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supported the foreigrr policy of
the ruling class. Whenever the
pattern of such support lvag
broken, the ruling class launched
a coordinated attack against the
unions to force them into line.

Until World War II, with the
exception of the excursion into
World War I, isolationism ex-
pressed the foreign policy of the
U.S. ruling circles. This policy
was of great benefit since it en-
abled the United States to sit on
the sidelines and pick up the
spoils after the European autago-
nists had exhausted themselves.
Within the trade union movement
sharp struggles arose which chal-
lenged the official isolationist pol-
icy, but the policy remained un-
changed.

In the periods following both
World War I and World War II,
strong movements developed in
certain sectors of the trade unions
against the foreign policy of the
ruling class as well as against the
strait jacket of the two-party sys-
tem. On both occasions these op-
positionist movements were de-
stroyed by a combined attack on
the part of the opportunist leaders
inside the labor movement and by
the emloyers and the government
from the outside.

In the 1920's the slogan of
"Hands off the Soviet Union" rt-

0pportunism in the Trade Uniuns

and the Struggle for Peace

From the research of material
in preparation of this paper the
following conelusions were drawn:
That the main trade union leader-
ship, with the general support of
the membership provides L) an
essential base of support for the
foreign policy of the ruling class;
2) a base of support for capital-
ism, including the present phase
of imperialism-state monopoly
capitalism-and all that that im-
plies in vast government expendi-
tures for a war economy to sup-
port an aggressive foreign policy;
and 3) that it seeks a solution of
its political problems through an
alliance with the liberal wing of
the ruling class in the form of a
liberal-labor alliance.

Instrument of Im,peri,alist poti,cA

Furthermore, the AFL-CIO Ex-
ecutive Council consciously works
to make the AFL-CIO a key in-
strument in camying out the for-
ei,gn policg of the ruling cZoss. fn
pursuit of this aim it has orga-
nized pro-imperialist and anti-
democratic centers in South
America, Africa and Asia. In Eu-
rope, in support of U.S. foreign
policy and the system of capital-
ism, it has worked to split the
labor movement.

For the past number of dec-
ades, with two brief exceptions,
the majority of the unions have
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ceived powerfur support. Arong- of the militant upsurge in theside of this a strong movement 1g30,s.
for independent political action
developed resulting in the support Dri,ae Against Left-Led, tlni,oms
for the Presidential candidacy of world war II broke this iso-Bobert LaFollette against the lationist pattern ,na--ttu trua"
candidates of the two major par- unions generaly supported theties. Again following world war war against Nazism. After theII, the clo opposed the Marshail war, and until the sprit took prace
PIan for a time. The Independent in the late 1940,s, irr" Cro 

-rop-
Progressive Party was formed to ported a policy 
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.,,itn trruparticipate in the 1948 elections. soviet union 
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to uproot utt ,.*_In the 1920's and again the rate tiges of fascism. Aiter the Left-

1940's, the government and the Ied unions had been driven out,employers launched a powerf,l a turn took prace in the foreigndrive to destroy the communist policy ouilook of the officiardomParty and to force the trade of the Iabor movem"nt,-i-*traine
unions into line. In the 1920,s the that of the CIO.
open shop "American plan', was Up to then the CIO was in op-forced on the unions. In the position to the Marshail plan. The1940's a coordinated drive was main spokesman at ttre cio con-launched inside the clo to sprit vention in rg47 lrras supremethat organization over the issues court Justice william o. Dougtasof the Marshatl plan and the In- who called on the cio t1.ro-"
dependent Progressive party. At the rore of ,,a missionarv 

-of 
ttrethe same time the governme*t American way of life.,, He then

and the employers combined in an stated:
effort to destroy the T,eft-led un- Labor is peculiarly qualified toions. A whole series of antiJabor bridge the gap tfrat fius 
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laws were enacted by congress. ing between the united states andAn examination of this phase Europe. A new Europe is: being
of the history of the trade union born. . . . They are bitterly sus-
movement leads to the inescap- pieious of all those who may be
able conclusion that the ruline undisclosed agents of predatory in_
class considers the continued sun_ terests. . . . Out of this arises the
port of labor for the foreisn nol- lmportance of the fact that Ameri-
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AFL and, with few exceptions, in j remarkable exposition of flre gov- ithe CIO, even during the period ' ernment.,,
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The drive began to oust those
unions which had fought against
the Marshall Plan and supported
an independent third party. The
Left-led unions fought fiercely
against the combined attacks of
the employers, the opportunist
labor leadership and the govern-
ment agencies which directly in-
tervened.

There have been questions
raised about the tactics used by
the leadership of the LeftJed
unions in that period. But the
main reason for the split was the
determined drive by imperialist
agents, inside and outside the
labor movement, to bring to bear
the support of organized labor to
the efforts of U.S. imperialism to
head off the revolutionary move-
ments throughout the world, to
revive the tottering capitalist
economies and expand U.S. eco-
nomic interests in the non-social-
ist ector of the world.

Oasrsoa,s Actitui,tll

At the 1948 Convention of the
AFL, 40 pages of the officers' re-
port was spent on "overse&s ac-
tivity." The eentral objective of
this activity was to prevent mili-
tant unions from developing in
Germany and Japan and to smash
or split the World Federation of
Trade Unions in Europe and the
Latin American Confederation of
Labor in South America. William
Green in his report stated that
since 1943-and most of this tlur-
ing the two or three years prior
to the 1948 convention-the AFL
had spent over $160 million on
such "overseas activitY."

Once the unions which opposed
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U.S. imperialist foreign Policy
and the two-party system had
been driven out of the CIO' the
unification of the AFL and the
CIO took place.

For the purpose of serving as a
hea i.nstrument of U.S. imperi,ql,-
ist poli,ca, various implementing
centers have been formed. One of
them is the American Institution
for Free Labor Development
(AIFLD). According to the pro-
ceedings of the 7th Constitutional
Convention of the AFL-CIO held
at Bal Harbour, Florida, Decem-
ber 7-12, 1967; "The Agency for
International Developrnent pro-
vides the principal financial sup-
port of AIFLD. In addition, the
AFL-CIO and several score busi-
ness firms are contributors to its
program." (Yol. 2, p. 98.)

Among its varied activities, the
AIFLD organized the Inter-
American Confederation of Labor
(ORIT as it is known from its
Spanish name). This labor center
was established to compete with
the militant Left and Communist-
led unions in South America. The
African-American Labor Center
and the Asian-American Free La-
bor Institute were established to
function on those continents. Ac-
cording to the same convention
proceedings, "By the end of 1967,
AALC projects will be under way
in more than twenty African
countries." (Ibid., p. 100.)

Forei,gn Policll of AFL-CIO

The foreign policy of the AFL-
CIO was stated as follows:

Yet, the international pieture is
not all bleak. Apprehensions that
regional eonflicts might develop in
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W'orld 'War III have not material-
ized. This is due, above all, to the
undiminished, military power of the
Uttited States u)hich is the d,ecisiae
tactor in rnuintaining asodd, paaae.
(Ibid., p. 87. Emphasis mine.)

On the war in Vietnam, the
report states:

The AFLCIO has consistently
supported our goyernment,s efiorts
to defeat Communist aggression. . . .

1. The nature of the war: we re-
gard the war as a Communist war
of conquest aud part of the Commu-
nist drive to dominate the world. .. .

2. The danger of the defeat of
South Vietnam would open the door
bo Communist control of Southeast
Asia and menace the independence
of the remaining free countries of
Asia-thus bringing the threat of
Communist aggression closer to our
shores.

3. The conviction that the tri-
umph of the Vietcong,s guerrilla
warfare would encourage so-called
people's liberation wars everywhere,
especially in Latin Ameriea. . .

For these reasons, the AFL-CIO
has supported the military measures
President Johnson has deerned neces-
sary in order to repel the aggressor

-including the bombing of strate-
gic targets in North Vietnam.
(Ibid., pp. 87-88.)

State Monopolg Capitalism

5l
rystem and increasiug the pr.oflts of
the imperialist bourgeoisie to the
utmost by exploiting the working
class and plundering large sections
of the population. (Political Affaire,
January, 196J..

The economic theory necessary
to determine the laws of motion
of this phase of imperialism has
not yet been discovered. This is
a very serious weakness of the
world movement. The lack of
such a theory, especially since the
end of World War If, has great-
ly hampered the ability of the
movement in the advanced capital-
ist nations to develop adequate
tactics to meet the problems of
the working class. This is especial-
ly true in the United States. How-
ever, there has been much gener-
alization of the known phenomena
of this phase of imperialism and
in the United States this phase
exists as an organic whole. The
system of capitalism in the United
States now can be said to be that
of state monopoiy capitalism. This
has enabled the capitalists to
utilize the state for massive ex-
penditures to bolster and shore
up the system. These expenditures
now amount to rnore than 100
billion dollars a year under the
guise of defense.

. rhe present roreign__.1,I:I :: r,,I:*"1f::J,'JfH,#*iluri3the united states flows out of iiru'i"uorrtionizing of the produc-an economy which has-developed iiuu-io*.", and produetion rela-into state monopoly- crpilulj:T^. tioi*.'ciguntic new industries areThe S1-Partv conference of 1?6,0 ir"r""a. scientists in the univer-desmibed state monopolv 
^:-llil't- rlii". 

""o"a*ct 
research which isism as a phase of imperialism 

"i"rri^a by the existing mono-which: polies or by new ones created for
. . . closely combines the power of war production, such as General

the monopolies with that of the state Dynamics. Through expenditures
with the aim of saving the capitarist of gigantic proportions sueh re-
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Beerch has resulted in new tech-
niques, new materials, the perfec-
tion and testing of the final
products. General Dynamics,
headed by France Pace, former
Secretary of the Army, was or-
ganized solely for military busi-
ness. The Wall Street Journal
(November 4, 7964), in describing
this new corporation, stated:

Eyebrows were raised again,
mainly hy eompetitors, when Pace's
friend and legal adviser Roswell
Gilpatric, then Deputy Defense Sec-
retary, helped award General Dy-
namics eontracts for the TFX bomb'
ers, worth $6 to $8 billion.

The vast growth in state ex-
penditures and the rise of the
military industrial complex are
coupled with a foreign policy
designed to prevent the further
growth of socialism and national
liberation revolutions, in fact, to
roll them back. The foreign policy
and the huge expenditures are
part of an integrated develop-
ment.

Labor Supports Capitali.sm m.d,

U.S. Foreign Policg

The labor movement in the
United States is firmly based on
support of the system of capital-
ism. There are few exceptions to
this in the entire trade union
structure. Whatever socialist per-
spectives may have previously
existed have been obliterated by
the corrosion of the McCarthy
period and the general penetra-
tion of bourgeois ideology
throughout the labor movement.

To support capitalism means
also, of necessity, to support state
monopoly captalism and an im-
perialist foreign policy. The bulk
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of the people in this country do
exactly that, and this ineludes
the bulk of the leadership and
nrembership of the labor move-
nient. It is true that imperialism
has tremendous sources of pro-
paganda. The most erass imperial-
ist adventures are masked to ap-
pear as "bringiing freedom and
democraey to oppressed and down-
trodden people," etc., etc.

Organized labor, therefore has
been a consistent supporter of
U. S. foreign policy and of the
right of the goverment, business
and the military to combine
through the mechanism of the
state. The vast government ex-
penditures to further the develop-
ment of capitalism are unchal-
lenged e>icept to the extent of labor
demands, for certain concessions
in the form of social legislation,
union recognition, welfare plans,
etc. For example, the 7th Conven-
tion of the AFL-CIO states the
following:

'Ihe number of federal employees
represented through exclusive rec-
ognition obtained under provisions
of President Kennedy's Executive
Order 10988 passed the one million
mark in 1966-a 60 per cent in-
crease in about three years. (Ibid.,
p. 54.)

This represented the bulk of
the organizing achieved during
that period.

The trade union leadership ac-
cepts the idea that our country
can support and provicle both guns
and butter. The Johnson Adminis-
tration is hailed as having pro-
duced the greatest gains in social
security in the history of the
country.

OPPORTUNISM IN UNIONS

The bulk of the trade union
leadership is corrupted today by
this kinrl of bourgeois ideology.
The slowness of organized labor,
with few exceptions, to express
opposition to the Vietnam war
(where polls show the same gener-
al percentage against the war
arnong: union members as arnong
other sectors of society) is due to
this ideology.

Tui,ng Labor to Cq,pi,tal,ism

The development of state mono-
poly capitalism has been greatly
accelerated since the 1930's by the
applieation of the economic theo-
ries of Keynes. His theory is
based on the concept that once
capitalism developed to the state
of monopoly, what he considered
to be the former self-regulating
features of capitalism no longer
operated, and this is what caused
the great breakdown in the world
economic crisis of the thirties.
His theory then outlines how this
can be controlled by constantly
increasing government expendi-
tures.

Since the 1930's the ruling class
generally has accepted the theory
of increased government expendi-
tures. In this process there have
been pressures for government
expenditures leading to an expand-
ing war €conomy where the funds
were direetly under the eontrol of
the monopolists and where con-
traets and plants reverted direct-
Iy to their use and ownership
after having been financed by the
government. This, by far, pro-
vides the greatest level of profits.

With this there have been pres-
sures from labor and other peo-
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ple's movemeuts to increase ex-
pendltures for the public sectors.
While the ruling class agrees with
huge public expenditures, a con-
flict arises over how much and
for what sector. When the need
arises for cutbacks, it is the
public sector which gets put on
the chopping block. It is in re-
lation to the issues arising out
of these conflicts that the
liberal wing of the imperialists
and the labor leadership form
their electoral and political al-
liance.

The vast sums thus expended
are used by the ruling class to
tie the labor movement solidly to
the capitalist and imperialist
system of this country. Listen to
the word.s of President Johnson
spoken to the 4,000 delegates of
the National Legislative Coufer-
ence of the AFLCIO Building
Trades and Construction Trades
held a few months ago. Johnson
said:

We are go ng to :build that ,better
America and we are going to buikl
it even as we meet our commitments
in a world where freedom is under
attack. . . Twelve million Ameri-
cans have risen from poverty-and
that is progress. Sixteen rnillion
school ehildren face a better future
because of the great educational
breakthrough-and that is progress.
Twenty million old Americans-
your mothers and fathers-no longer
bear the crushing burdens of medi-
cal bills-and this is progress.
Forty-one million Americans are
protected by a higher minimum
wage-and that is progress.
Seventy-five million Americans are
'working in better jobs at higher
wages than el'er in our history-
and that i,s progress. And this is
only a starting point.
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Wlrtz, the SecretarY of Labor,
has this to say in the AFL-AO
News:

The half-lie of it is that Yietnam
is the reason we haven't done more
of what needs doing in this country.
It isn't enough but it is imPortant
to be clear about the fact that we
have done infinitely more to im-
prove the human condition in
America during this period of crisis
in Vietnam than during anY other
period of history.

In the statement on the national
economy adpoted by the AFL-CIO
Executive Council at Ball Har-
bour, Florida, on FebruarY 23,

1968, we find the following:

The great productive abilitY of
the American economy can Provide
the foundation for both continued
social progress at home and an

honarable settlement of the war in
Vietnam.

Support Vietnam War

The AFL-CIO economis Pro-
gram called for a temPorary war
surtax to reduce the amount of
money the government will have to
borrow in the money market.

At no point is the war budget
challenged by any spokesman for
organized labor. The debate takes
place against those who would cut
expenditures in thc public sectors.

The mass of people, including
the members of the trade unions,
were so opposed to the Vietnam
war that they forced President
Johonson out of the race-an un-
precedented development. Yet the
trade union leadership continues
its uninterrupted support of the
war.

A few months ago a movie was
made at the White House featur-
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ing George Meany and President
Johnson. This movie has been

shown in COPE activities all over
the country. The movie concludes

with remarks by Meany. After
pledging full support to the Viet-
nam war policy and warning
against a bombing Pause, he
states:

As you have just heard, the Presi-
dent of the United States and we
share the same views on the eritical
issues of the day. We share, as well,
with Lyndon Johnson the same hoPes

and aspirations for a better Amer-
ica.

The nation is beset by crisis;
taxes and inflation rob the work-
ers of all 'wage gains-Yet the
demagogy is spread by the sPokes-
men for the liberalJabor alliance
that great gains are being made.

The cities erupt in mass rebel-
lions; the trade union members
engage in an unprecedented mili-
tant strike movement in the midst
of the war; government workers
engage in strikes in violation of
laws prohibiting them; the evil
steneh of racism pervades the
Iand-yet the spokesmen for the
liberalJabor alliance speak of the
great advances for the benefit of
the people being made on all
fronts.

There can be no question condi-
tions are developing for wide-
spread revolts of the workers
against the contradictions and de-
fects of state monopoly caPital-
ism ancl the misleadership of
the trade unions.

Erposi,ng Corrupt Leadersldp
At the same time, there can be

no question that the ties of the
U. S. trade union leadership to
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state monopoly capitalism and lts
foreign and domestic policy is
very strong. Only a militant class
struggle, growing out of the
present militant movement, which
already has strong political ele-
ments, will dislodge the network
of imperialist and capitalist
agents who dorninate much of the
labor leadership ail over the coun-
try today.

This movement, to be successful
in representing the class interests
of the U. S. working class, wiil
have to transcend the present
burdensome economic issues of
speedup, destruction of jobs and
job security, and all of the new
methods of wage cuts presently
at the disposal of the state mono-
poly system in the form of taxes,
inflation, high interest rates, etc.

There are at least three political
issues which this movement will
have to come to grips with
racism, imperialism and the pre-
sent boss prerogatives of deter-
mining job conditions. Trade
union leaders who continue to
support the war and imperiaiist
policies of the ruling class, who
fail to fight against the racism
in the country, and who fail to
challenge the job prerogatives of
the bosses will not be able to re-
present the fundamental needs of
the mass of workers in this coun-
try.

The "Labor Ari,stocracg" o,nd

Opportuni,sm

There has recently been a great
deal of debate on whether or not
there is a so-called "aristocracy
of labor" in the United States
which forms the base for oppor-
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tunism and to what extent oppor-
tunism exists among the workers.

One of the features of this
debate is the widespread divergent
viewpoints being expressed. A
few months ago, George Meyers
in an article in the Wodil Marai,st
Reaiew, stated in effect that the
aristocracy of labor in the unions
of the United States was not a
factor.

A recent pamphlet by Victor
Perlo, American Labor Tod.ay,
limits the ability of the ruling
class to corrupt, stating: "Cer-
tainly some labor leaders and
workers are 'bribed."' Perlo then
concludes:

But all of this is quite difrerent
from mass bribery of the working
c1ass. We can show this is necessar-
ily limited to a small fraction.
(P. 11.)

Hy Lumer, in an article in
Political Affairs (November,
1968), quotes Lenin who said:

Opportunism means sasrificing
the fundamental interests of the
masses to the ternporary interests
of an insignificant minority of the
workers or, in other words, an alli-
ance between a section of the work-
ers and bourgeoisie, direeted against
the mass of the proletariat.

From this he deduces that op-
portunism is the betrayal "bA &

small mi,noritg" of the interests
of the mass of workers.

Lenin characterized opportun-
ism as a social phenomenon with
an economic base and a particular
historical development. Gus Eall
in The Path to Reoolution (p. 18)
adds a new limitation to opportun-
ism:
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Opportunism is a mueh more
conseious current. It contains an
element of being bought, of con-
scious selling out, of betrayal.
Therefore it must be seen in a nar'
rower, a more limited framework. . . .

In May, 1961, economists re-
presenting research organizations
from a number of capitalist na-
tions held a conference in Prague
on the "Changing Structure of
the Working Class." This confer-
ence presented papers which were
printed in the World, Marai,st
Reaiew for about one and a half
years.

This conferenee concluded that
the former base for an aristocracy
of labor iu the United States has
been restricted by the revolution
taking place in production rela-
tions. Nevertheless, it concluded,
that there still rvas a base among
sections of the remaining craft
unions which were in privileged
positions in the cities and towns
throughout the country. These
unions had been granted the right
to determine the licensing of new
shops, the issuing of building
permits, handling of inspectors,
departments, and generally in-
cluded in the city, county and
state administrations. Along with
this category, the conference also
included the growing number of
full-time, high-paid trade union
offiicials.

The latest to venture into the
field of estimating the effects and
influence of opportunism, and the
existence of an aristocracy of
labor in the United States, is
Eugene Varga in his latest book
Politi,co-Econorni,c Problems of
Capi,tali,em (Progress Publishers,
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Moscow, 1968). Yarga is an in-
ternationally known Marxist econ-
omist. In his book he states the
following.

If we approach the problem of
the Iabor aristocracy on a world
scale we must consider most U.S.
industrial workers (except Negroes,
Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, etc.) es
forming a labor aristocracy as com-
pared with workers in other capital-
ist countries, This does not mean
that there is no poverty among the
U.S. working class. . ., Neoertlr,e-
less, the lager of th,e labor a,ristoar-
racy ,is wiiler in the U.S.A. tod.ag
than it was in Britain eoen d;u,ri,ng
tha peri.od, of its highest Wosperity.
(Emphasis mine.)

The articles by Victor Perlo
and Hy Lumer have two things
in common. First, they both es-
timate that the profits to the
monopolists from overseas invest-
ments are not sufficient to bribe
any significant number of work-
ers. Secondly, both writers are
economists, yet rvhile Perlo dis-
misses the war eeonomy as provid-
ing onlg 4 million jobs, neither
of them mention state monopoly
eapitalism. This is difficult to un-
derstand as this phase of the
development of imperialism in the
United States has reached elas-
sieal proportions.

It would appear that at least
the U. S. writers have boxed
themselves into a corner to prove
that the U. S. working class is
not opportunistic. And, to further
guarantee this, Gus Hall requires
that opportunism must be further
restricted by having "an element
of being bought, a conscious sell-
ing out, of betrayal."

OPPONTUNISM IN UNIONS

Some Guid,elines

One obvious conclusion can be
drawn from the above varied
estimations: that there is pre-
sently no adequate analysis of the
U. S. working elass from which
accurate conclusions can be
drawn. At this point, it would
seem n€cessary to set forth some
guidelines which emerge from the
general knowledge available on the
main currents and developments
within the working class.

First, the U. S. workers are
exploited and that they fiercely
resist that exploitation is proven
by the growth of strikes during
the period of the Vietnam war.

Second, that there is no equal
in the history of any country
where the trade union leadership
has played such an active and
effective worldwide role as has
the leadership of the U. S. trade
unions in being running dogs for
the imperialists of their own
country.

Third, that a combination of
the classical development of state
monopoly capitalism, the world-
wide capital investments of the
imperialists, the great wealth
where the General Motors Cor-
poration has a total income larger
than the total budget of Great
Britain, the superprofits of
racism in the United States, the
exploitation of the natural re-
sources in the undeveloped con-
tinents of Asia, South America
and Africa-through all of these,
the U. S. ruling class has at its
disposal the most colossal means
of briberty in every form that has
ever existed in any country.

There is a difference between
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an opportunist and opportunist
influences, as is pointed out by
Hy Lumer in his article. A trade
union leader who may make a
salary of thousands of dollars,
plus an expense account, plus
political favors from the ruling
class, is in a fundamentally dif-
ferent relationship to the system
than is a member of his union
who has to man the production
line even on a high-paid job. the
worker may follow at this point
all of the opportunist ideas of his
local officer, but the possibility of
his shedding these ideas, due to
the rate of exploitation, may be
present at one and the same time.

There is also a difference be-
tween opportunism and the pene-
tration of capitalist ideology
which prevails among the bulk of
the working class.

The content of the strikes which
have taken place needs to be ex-
amined. These strikes have been
for economic demands and for job
security. The Left needs to work
out a specific economic program
for each industry where the forces
exist which can popularize such
a program. An examination of the
strike struggles will no doubt in-
dicate that the pressure has come
from down below, in most in-
stances, and that rank-and-file
movements can be started in most
industries in support of an econ-
omic program.

Tasks Aheol,

In the 1930's the issue which
led to the building of a Left-
center coalition was "Organize
the Unorganized." The program
developed resulted in this coalition
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being identified with manY other
issues. But the key issue was to
organize tire unorganized.

Today, two key political issues

face the labor movement. These
are the issues of racism and im'
perialism. Therefore, the task of
a Left-center coalition will be of
a qualitatively higher Political
level than in the 1930's. This will
require a qualitatively higher
level of political class conscious-
ness than was true of the coalition
of the 1930's.

A year ago some important be-
ginnings were made in building
trade union committees against
the Vietnam war. Nothing seems

to be happening with sueh com-
mittees now. In the San Francisco
Bay Area, the Soeial Democrats
were able to exert considerable
influenee on the committee and,
as a result, the activities have
failed to reach the rank-and-file
workers. The real reason why this
committee has not grown in the
Bay Area is that the Left failed
to give it sufficient help. Large
numbers of trade union members
can be won for supporting such a
committee if consistent work is
carried on.

The militancy of unions at any
particular time must be judged
within the framework of the tasks
confronting the working class.
Today, the yardstiek of racism
and imperialism must be added to
the defense of the economic needs
of the workers, as a means of
measuring the efrectiveness of
their struggles.

State monopoly capitalism has
been characterized by the 81-
Party meeting as a mechanism
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designed to increase the Profits
of the rnonopolists to the maxi-
mum. This phase of imperialism
has another element which needs

to be explored. In L91?, Lenin al-
ready characterized state mono-
poly capitalism in the following
terms:

State-monopolistic capitalism is a
complete material preparation for
socialism, the prelude to socialism,
a rung in the ladder of history be-
tween which antl the rung called
socialism there are no intermediate
rungs,

Considering the persistence of
unemployment in the midst of
vast productive forces, the de-

struction of jobs due to automa-
tion, the whole question of state
monopoly capitalism and its re-
lationship to socialism has to be
explored.

Who decreed that government
can spend vast sums on the build-
ing of new industries, on re-
search, the revolutionizing of the
production relations, and then
that these industries must be
turned over to private ownershiP?

Where has it been decided that
new industries cannot be built and
then turned over to the democratic
control of the people?

If the trade unions are to be-
come instruments for effective
struggle for all of the needs of
the workers today, they will have
to be won to becorne the cham-
pions of the struggle, not onlY
for economie demands, but also
for the major political tasks which
confront the working class in the
United States today.

iln Black Self-Ileterminatinn

Comrade Lightfoot is to be
warmly congratulated on his ex-
eellent presentation on the ques-
tion of self-determination for
black people in the United States.
Especially noteworthy is the clar-
ity of his exposition. Its essential
value lies in the much-needed re-
assertion of the national aspect of
black peoples' destinity. There are
only a few reservations I would
like to express. They are:

1) Today black leaders legimi-
mately seek substantive gu,araw
tees for the survival of our peo-
ple. Rightly they see that the his-
tory of black people in this coun-
try-and indeed oppressed people
all over the world and throughout
history-clearly chronicles the as-
sertion of various rights promi-
sed, or legally defined, yet never
delivered or insured. One of these
rights was the promise of 40
acres and a mule. Even after the
promulgation of this right and
the vietory in the struggle that
was to make it possible, the des-
tiny of black people yet remained
prey to the whim of the oppressor.

One of the principal reasons we
must keep the period of Recon-
struction uppermost in our minds
is that, unlike the land and mules,
an attempt was made at substan-
tive structural alterations in the
political power relationships in
the nation which eould grant
black people a limited amount of
power over their destiny. Cer-
tainly, Reconstruetion was de-
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stroyed in the end and clearly it
was because the new South re-
mained at the whim of the op-
pressor. But clearly that power
was taken away because-in part

-its legitimacy rested in the fact
that it was seeured in the federal
establishment where black people
had no power at all-and thus
could be unseeured. It must also
be noted that because black people
were prepared neither materially,
politically, nor psychologically,
they could not and did not defend
the gains of Reconstruction in
the manner frequently employed
by people to whom the oppressor
has reneged, or who have been
betrayed in the financial and po.
litical capitals of the oppressor
resort to arrred defense.

Because of these reasons I
think the question of power mast,
come to play in this diseussion.
For any assertion of the right of
self-determination must, like Ro'
construction, involve some notion
of a structural alteration of the
economic and political face of the
country in such a way as to estab-
lish instruments of blaclc power.
And these instruments must be
forged in the process of both the
class and national struggle and
not be solely predicated on the
future victory of the class forces

-that is the advent of socialism.
(Here it is worthy of note that
while the Czechoslovakian Repub-
lic was founded in 1918 under
eapitalism, and perfected with the
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arrival of socialism in L948, a
most significant point was reached
in that development on October
27, L968 when the Slovak nation
was assured political equality and
thus the assumption of power in
the republic.) The logic of this
would seem to suggest that in the
process of struggle, from this
point forward, demands must be
put forward of a structural, na-
ture which act to give black peo-
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in the higher structures where
the basic class decisions are made.
Further, it is useful to recall that
Lightfoot in his book Ghetto Re-
bellion to Blach Power describes
how although black people in Cuba
did not seek physical separation,
through such means as govern-
mental presence, including in the
military, substantive power was
acquired.

3) Lastly, we must remind our-
selves that black people have a
significant and vital role to play
in the unfolding of the class
struggle in the U.S. The unity of
the working class is a prerequi-
site to its liberation from capital-
ist exploitation. The posing of
self-determination must be done
in such a way as not to distract
from this faet. In the coming pe-
riod it may well be clear that the
importance attached to the search
for national identity may be a
class reflection. We must be care-
ful to distinguish betrveen bour-
gois and proletarian nationalism.
We must be alert to who is self-
determining what for whom.
Clearly our interest must be with
those of black working people who
in the process of struggle arrive
at both national and class con-
sciousness. The final determina-
tion must rest on both.

ple power-whether
ultimate resolution

not the
separate

nationhood.
2) It would be a tragic error to

see the sole basis of black self-
determination alone in either lo-
cal basis of power and control, or
in one of a number of various
forms of national identity (na-
tionhood, autonomous region, re-
public or statehood). The error is
to be found in concentrating the
struggle solely iu these areas and
deemphasizing the question of
power in the existing national
structures or in the national eco-
nomic and political life. It should
be clear by now that such ideas
as community control, decentrali-
zalion and self-policing while
valid and crucial things to be
fought for, can be political traps;
that is, to the extent that they act
to blunt the struggle for power

or
is

BOOK REVIE
SIDNEY FINKEI,STEIN

A Theoretical Wnrk of Special Merit

Ever since Karl Marx showed
that human society was, to speak
figuratively, not simply a wild as-
sembly of individual trees but a
forest, with its contours, pathways
and patterns of growth and decay,
innumerable commentators have
leaped to refute him. They point
to every new tree, undergrowth
or even thistle, to claim that since
Marx didn't predict this, his whole
theory of forests is obviously
wrong and he didn't even under-
stand trees.

Marxist theory has thrived on
these "refutations." For its aim
was never simply to draw up a
neat and "closed" theory of the
forest of capitalism. Rather its
aim was to develop a theory that
would enable people to chart paths
through the social forest they wero
in, and whieh seemed to be a
wilderness; to understand and so
be able to control the forces of
growth and decay; to nurture its
fruitful development. And so each
revelation of a new growth or an
uncharted area, even if it posed
as a "refutatton," was a challenge
to develop still further a theory
that had already brought so mueh
Iight among the trees.

For this reason, some of the
great classics of Marxist theory,
like Engels' Anti,-Duhring, and,
Lenin's Materialism ond, Empi,ri,o-
Cri,tici,sm, were written as ans-
wers to attacks and "refutations,"
An important work of this kind is
the present book under review.*
People interested in Manrist
philosophy and theory would be
wrong to judge the book by its
title, saying "What's Dr. Popper
to me or me to Dr. Popper that I
should be occupied with his refu-
tation of Marxism?" Comforth's
book is what it says it is, and also
much more. It is in my opinion
one of the finest expositions in
English of dialectical and histor-
ical materialism, going far beyond
a mere introduction, taking up
problems rarely discussed in older
treatments of the subjeet, wording
old ideas freshly so that they can
play a more efective role in mod-
ern intellectual controversy, and
rich in new ideas.

Dr. Popper is a Viennese

*Maurice Cornforth, The Open
Philosoplcg anil the Open Soci,etgt
A Reply to Dr. Karl Popper,s Befu-
tation of Marxism, International
Pu,blishers. Cloth, 98.96, peperback,
$3.25.
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thinker who has made a contribu-
tion to the logieal analYsis of the
scientific method, and also looks
on himself as the St. George who
has crushed the dragon of I\[arx'
ism. His books on the latter sub-
ject, notably the two volumes of
The Open Societg and i.ts Enem'i,es,
have for many years been used
in institutions of higher learning,
as substitutes or antidotes for the
teaching of Marxism. Popper is a
dogmatist who sees dogmas every-
where but in his own mind. Prid-
ing himself on his mastery of
formal logic, he has no nnder-
standing whatsoever of dialectical
Iogic, which deals with the prob-
Iems of processes, changes, move-
ment and transformations. And,
sinee he regards anything he
doesn't understand as manifestly
absurd, so it is, as far as he is
concerned, with dialecties.

Immersed in the procedures of
natural science, with its labor-
atories, tests and experiments,
Popper has no grasp of the dif-
ferent methods and procedures re-
quired for the development of a
science of society. And so he re-
gards the Marxist science of so-
ciety as non-science. He regards
Marx on the one hand as a rigid
economic determinist, who "sees
economics everywhere," and who
thinks of people as puppets subject
to an iron law of history. And on
the other hand, he views Marx as
a visionary Utopian who wants to
legislate happiness for everyone
through political disruption. when
the sensible thing to do, Popper
thinks, is to eliminate misery
through gradual "social engineer-
Ing." Popper approves of history
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but objects violentlY to the ltlea
that anything can be learned from
it. He doesn't approve of caPital-
ism, and is aware that sometimes
there is exploitation, but he abhors
the concept of class struggle. He
believes that capitalism was a
19th century phenomenon that has
been eliminated by the 20th cen-
tury economy of trusts and mon:-
polies. This new economy, accord-
ing to Popper, is made uP of "so-
cial institutions" manned bY

"social engineers" who are all too
willing to adjust matters to elimi-
nate inequalities and miseries, if
only the matter is aPProached

"reasonably." Who owns these

"social institutions" and who
hires the "social engineers" are
questions that Popper, the "scien-
tist," doesn't ask.

As a serious thinker in his own
speeialty, Popper falls in with the
highly popular trend arnong bour-
geois thinkers today to emPhasize
ignorance over knowledge, and to
stress how little people can really
know about the world instead of
how much there is to know and to
do. Cornforth rates him high as a
logician of science, antl Yet when
it comes down to concrete details,
Cornforth shows very clearlY hcm
his tendeney is always to be nega-
tivistic in relation to knorvledge.
Popper insists that a theory or law
may not be put to use unless it is
confirmed as 100 per cent absolute
truth. A scientist who thinks he
has solved a problem must im-
mediately raise in mind all possible
conditions that would falsifY his
solution, and proceed to test it
rigidly against all sueh possible
falsifications.
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As Colnforth shows, such e
standard of possible falsifications
is very important to expose the
unscientific nature of theories so

general that they can be twisted
to fit anything. When there is no
happening that can possibly in-
validate a theory, the theory itself
is useless. But he also shows that
there are areas, especially in the
social sciences, where without
adopting theories that "exPlain
everything," it is necessarY to
,proceed wi,th what knowled'ge there
is, always aware of course that
it represents relative, not absolute
truth. Many well-founded theories
can be tested only by putting them
to work to see whether theY bring
about desired changes. And in fact
the triumphs of science lie not in
being able to assert comPlete
knowledge in some area, but in
putting its knowledge to work so

successfully that new problems
are raised whieh would not have
been known of before. Pepper's
attitude is, on the contrary, close

to the legendary baseball PlaYer
who prided himself on making
"no runs, no hits and no errors."

Popper's "refutations" of Marx-
ism rise from his inability to think
in dialectical materialist terms of
process, change and interconnec-
tions. Thus he translates Marxism
into his own metaphysical and
static forms of thought, and then
refutes what he finds. Point by
point, Cornforth takes up these
refutations, contrasting what Dr.
Popper says Marxism is to what
it really is.

The book is in three parts. The
first takes up problems of dialec-
tical materialism. The second
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takeo up historical materialism in
such areas as the theorY of his-
tory, economics and Politics. The
third takes up problems of the
struggle for sociaiism. And on

eaeh topic Cornforth throws new
light, making his book a lesson

in dialectical-materialist thinking
that all readers-even those who
think they know Marxism thor'
oughly-will profit from.

Cornforth's elucidation of dia-
lectical materialism is an imPor-
tant corrective to those in the
Marxist area who think of the
principles of dialectics as supreme
laws of reality, like those of nat-
ural science but more sweePing,
so that when they fit realitY into
a dialectical scheme or Pattern,
dialectics itself appears to be a
form of knowledge. Knowleclge, he
shows, is always concrete. There
is no substitute for actual studY
of things. The importance of dia-
lectics is that it brings thinking
closer to actual reality, making
thinking less abstract and more
concrete, by teaching it what to
look for. "The dialectic discovered
in the objective world consists of
those forrns of interconneetion
within real processes which the
concrete analysis of concrete con-
ditions reveals, and which are
ignored in more abstract meta-
physical ways of thinking."

One of his most interesting and
groundbreaking sections deals
with the principle of "unity of op-
posites," which he shows "is not
one single universal law which
ean be expressed in a single for-
mula, but a whole branch of philo-
sophieal inquiry which needs eare-
ful working out." He makes a
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solid eontribution to this working
out.

Equally interesting and new to
this reviewer is his explanation of
the kind of statements that the
principles of dialectical material-
ism are. They are not statements
directly concerning actual things
and processes, and so immediately
verifiable. Rather, he says, .they
are "category statements"; state-
ments dealing with the modes of
abstraction with which we inform
ourselves about the world, and
generalize its experienees. In this
sense, they "serve us as the most
general guiding principles for un-
derstanding the problems of life
-for comprehending the facts in
their own and not in a fantastic
connection," and only in their use
as a guide to the solution of con-
cret problems is their truth veri-
fiable.

Equaliy illuminating are Corn-
forth's discussions of problems of
economics, history, politics and
socialism. Popper claims; for ex-
emple, that Marxism can't be a
science because it makes predic-
tions that don't come true. He
cites for example Marx's state-
ment in Cupi,tal about the "dete-
rioration in workers' conditions"
as a "law of capitalist aceumula-
tion." Cornforth points out that
"statements of laws are not pre-
dietions, but tools used in mak-
ing predictions." They mark out
forces and directions. V/hat peo-
ple do with them is something else
again. He cites the law of gravita-
tion for example, which doesn't
predict that all bodies will always
fall to the earth, but has to be
understood and taken into account
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when bodies, such as airplanes,
are made to rise and fly. So one
thing that the law of workers'
impoverishment under capitalism
means is "that under capitalism
the working people would never
get any benefits without fightins
for them."

Cornforth shows that central to
Marxist social science is both the
elucidation of laws that operate as
they do regardless of what people
think of them, and the confidence
that people, knowing these laws,
will struggle to put them to use
for their own and everyone's
growth and freedom. "A move-
ment that will be able to unite
and organize to achieve a new or-
der of society must be composed
of persons and organizations who
will never take any imposition
lying down, but who know how to
better their condition and not let
others worsen it. And those whom
people will trust as leaders are
those who have shown that both
heart and mind are involved in
protest against every deprivation
and every injustice suffered by
even the most insignificant or un-
deserving individual."

The qualities that make Corn-
forth's book so excellent a pre-
sentation of Marxist philosophy
also make it an important book
for every Marxist regardless of
whether he thinks his speeial field
of work is economics, politics,
history, art, sociology, journalism
or anything else. It is no mere
statement of abstract principles
plus illustrations but an invaluable
set of lessons in how to think as
a dialectical materialist on any
problem. Thank you, Dr. Popper.
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